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Tsarus to Announce
2003

Man

of Year

Feb

18

made at the club‘s Feb. meeting.
Tsarus will present the 19th an—
As always, the identity of the win—
nual Man of the Year Award for
ner will be kept a secret until the
Outstanding Service to the Gay and
last possible minute — even from
Lesbian community Tues., Feb. 18
the winner.
f
at Crossroads at a banquet begin—
Tsarus, founded in 1977, is
ning at 7:30 p.m. The award car—
Memphis‘ oldest Levi/Leather
ries a $500 donation to a charity of
mens‘ club. Members prepare and
the winner‘s choice.
serve the banquet, which includes
Over the past 18 years, the Man
soup, salad, entree, and dessert.
of the Year often has been a woman
or an organization. Tsarus mem—
Tickets, which are $8, will be avail—
able from Crossroads, the Pump—
bers are not eligible.
ing Station, and Tsarus members.
Tsarus welcomes input from the
community. Anyone wishing to
Proceeds from ticket sales cover
a nomination maycall3581 5 the cost of the meal and the $500.
3051 or 358—5356.
~ award to charity: the event is not a
The actual decision will be fundraiser for Tsarus.

Nashville Council

Defers

Gay Rights Ordinance
that consider homosexual—
NASHVILLE (AP) — About zations
a sin.
600 protesters and supporters ity Hundreds
de—
packed the Jan. 21 meeting of the scended or theofstepssupporters
ofthe court—
Metropolitan Council as it consid—
ered adding sexual orientation to house where the council meets with
a rallying ery of “With liberty and
the city‘s list of ‘classes protected justice
for all!"
from job and housing discrimina— Protesting
the measure were lo—
tion.
religious groups, including
The council voted 20—17 to de— cal
fer action on the proposal while Southern Baptists, who have threat—
sponsors amend the plan to allow ened to move their 2005 national
an exemption for religious organi— meeting from Nashville if the or—
W. Tenn.

Episcopal

Past recipients include Allen
Cook and John Stilwell, 1985;
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite,
1986; Tommy Stewart, 1987;
Bettye Griffin, 1988; Vincent
Astor, 1989; Heartstrings Volun—
teers, 1990; The Wagettes, 1991;
The Pipettes, 1992; Ethan Pruett
and Ed Hammett, 1993; Dennis
Kijowski, 1994; Sharon Wray,
1995; Bill Andrews and Matt
Presley, 1996; Jimmy Gray,
1997; Ed Brandon, 1998; Shelia
Tanskersley, 1999; Glenn Jones,
2000; Butch Valentine, 2001.
Nancy Fletcher, 2002.
C

Vote on
dinance passes.
But those opponents kept their
distance from a small Primitive
Baptist church contingent from
Kansas. Topeka minister Fred
Phelps and a handful of followers
warned of damnation for gays and
lesbians.
"You‘re all going to hell!"
yelled 10—year—old Grace Phelps—
Roper, a granddaughter of Phelps.

Bishop

"For us this is a tremendous
step," said Integrity board member
and Calvary parishioner Summer
Jenkins. "I mean, this is the first
visit of a bishop to our meeting.
This just lets us know that we are a
part of this church. Not just Cal—
vary, but the Episcopalian and An—
glican Church."
The issue of gays and lesbians
has been a divisive one in recent
times for the Episcopal Church and
denominations across the country.
Johnson delivered a 20—minute

Mayor Herenton to Preside
at MGLCC Ribbon Cutting

Attends Meeting of Integrity
When Don E. Johnson recently
attended a meeting of a support
group for homosexuals and their
friends, he became the first West
Tennessee Episcopal bishop to visit
the group.
Johnson on Jan 21 dropped in
on a meeting ofIntegrity—Memphis,
which gathers monthly at Calvary
Episcopal Church. Though
Johnson came to celebrate the Holy
Eucharist, his visit meant much
more to those who attended the
mecting.

A near capacity crowd enjoyeda performance ofDirty Blonde benefitting
Friends For Life at Playhouse on the Square on Sat., Jan. 18. The
performance was followedbya reception in the theatre lobby. Dirty Blonde
is playing through Mar. 5

sermon, and then shook hands and
talked with the more than 70 at—
tendees.
"When I was elected bishop I
told the people that my Baptist
background gave me traditional
ways of thinking, but I am bi<h0p
for everybody and this group is a
part of my flock,‘ ‘Johnson said af—
ter the meeting. "We are Christians
in this together."
Members of Integrity— some
Episcopalian and some not — meet
at the church one Tuesday a month.

The official ribbon cutting, the
first of three grand opening cer—
emonies for the Memphis Gay &
Lesbian Community Center, has
been set for Sat.; Feb. 153. I1 is
scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. and
will be presided over by the Hon—
orable W.W. Herenton, the mayor
of Memphis.
The ribbon cutting will be fol—
lowed by an open house with com—
plimentary refreshments and
snacks. Other dignitaries are being
invited and the event promises to
be a day to make the community
proud. Participants will receive a
keepsake memento ofthis special
day. The event is open to the entire
Memphis community.
The new community center
building, formerly the Cooper—
Young Development Association
building, is located at 892 South
Cooper Street in the heartof mid—
town Memphis: MGLCC has se—
cured a 15—year lease—purchase
agreement for the property through
the generosity of one ofits ‘major
benefactors, Herbert D. Zeman,
Ph.D.
Dr. Zeman purchased the build—
ing from the Cooper—Young Devel—
opment Association with a
personal mortgage loan with the

sole purpose of securing this loca—
tion for the Community Center.
He and other members of the
MGLCC Board of Directors have
agreed upon a.15—year payment
schedule that would result in the
complete ownership of the build—
ing by MGLCC at the end of that
period. Dr. Zeman does not stand
to profit in any way from this ar—
rangement. Closing occurred on
Tues., Nov. 26, 2002.
The building measures 1300
square feet and contains space for
town hall and small group meet—
ings, storage, offices, kitchen space
and space for the gay community
archives. MGLCC planned to take
possession of the property in late
January.
The Board of Directors is plan—
ning three major events as part of
the grand opening festivities.
The first will be the ribbon cut—
ting ceremonies presided over by
the Honorable W.W. Herenton, the
mayor of Memphis.
. The second affair will be the
dedication of Berefactor Hall. Sev—
enteen benefactors donated in ex—
cess of $70,000 to make this
possible. They will be honored by
having their portraits placed in the
See MGLCC on page 17

Black,

Gay Author Asks: Are Racism And

By K. Godfrey Easter

troversial topic of homophobia vs.
racism be revisited.
Desiring to forge into regulation
Being gay as well, African—
non—discer iminator‘y practices that
American and a direct descendant
light social inequity, white, gay and
of victims of this utterly immoral
lesbian activists have in recent
era in our national past, the at—
years gone into battle armed with
tempted parallel of racism and ho—
quotes and strategies from the
mophobia offered chiefly by white,
legacy of Dr.
gay and lesbian
Martin Luther
social leaders ap—
Opinions expressed in
King, J1
palled even me
In attempt—
—
initially.
editorials,commentaries
ing publicly to
Often, heated
and letters are those of
equate past so—
debate is served
the authors.
cial— atrocities
with coffee or
suffered by Af—
mixed
drinks
rican—Americans with the issue of when many of my close, same—gen—
der—attracted, and even hetero—
homophobia" today, they‘ve even
utilized the influence of the Nobel
sexual friends and acquaintances
Peace Prize recipient‘s respected
converse on this controversial
widow.
topic. But at each conversation‘s
But in doing so, these advocates
end one question unanimously pre—
vails as perplexing.
have been met with rebuke from
the African—American community
How can white, middle—to—up—
at large and scorn from the general
per—class, gay and lesbian America
public. But why is this?
[ix their—lips to offer so loosely,
As we once again celebrate the
such a comparison? One friend
legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King,
commented that until "...straight
America begins burning down en—
Jr., during his holiday, as well as
tire gay communities, having ran—
the strides and accomplishments of
blacks during Black History
dom ‘picnies‘ (old slave master
Month, it‘s only fitting that the con—
lingo for: let‘s PIC—a—NIG—ger and
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Homophobia

Related

Issues?

i

i

JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME
COURT:; MY OPPONENT HAS
ARGUED THAT TEXAS‘ LAW
PROHIBITING HOMOSEXUAL
SODOMY 1S DISCRIMINATORY,

BUT WHETHER THE
LAW DOESN‘T APPLY
TO HETEROSEXUALS
—OR 1S UNEVENLY
ENFORCED —
IS UNIMPORTANT.

WHAT‘S IMPORTANT
IS THAT THIS 1s A
STATES RIGHTS SSUE.

ye

IT‘S NOBODY‘S
BUSINESS WHAT
THE STATE DOES
IN THE PRIVACY
OF ITS CITIZENS!
BEDROOMS.

<=
—

lynch ‘em) where the gay commu—
nity represents dessert — or start
wantonly slaughtering us like ani—
mals in the streets, in broad day—
light — I can‘t see any remote
comparison."
Inwardly, I‘ve even made at—
tempts to discredit the validity of
the white, gay and lesbian
advocate‘s audacity. But lately,
I‘ ve been compelled to differ with
the "opinions .ofothers who choose
to rally on the side of mainstream
America, when it relates to the
topic of racism and homophobia.
And this is my reasoning...
I recently viewed a cable airing
ofthe motion picture, School Ties,
filmed in 1992, starring actors
Brendon Fraser and Matt Damon
— before they became the heart—
throbbing fantasies of many
women and men.
The plot consisted ofa silently

bigoted prep school back in 1955,
and a scholarship student (Fraser),
who conceals the fact that he‘s Jew—
ish to his fellow. blatantly anti—
Semitic colleagues.
As I watched the entertaining
and educating film unfold, I noticed
that I was revisiting some of the
same frustrating emotions that I
had previously aimed toward main—
stream America after seeing an—
other motion picture, Rosewood
(released in 1997).
This motion picture starred
equally talented, African—American
actor Ving Rhames and also vet—
eran actor John Voight. Rosewood
dealt candidly with the horrifying
affects of racism in America that
took place back in 1923 in the
small, central Florida town oi
Rosewood, inhabited predomi—
nantly by black farmers and land
owners. But because of one white

Deadline for
March 2003 —
Triangle Journal News
February

15

Publication Date:

|

Feb. 28, 2002
Please submit advertising, stories, pictures
and calendar events to:
U.S. Mail:
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 « Memphis, TN 38111

PHONE OR FAX: 901—454—1411
@ aol.com

woman‘s false accusation of being
raped by a black man, a posse from
the nearby, virtually all—white town
of Sumner viciously massacred al—
most the entire town of indepen—
dent African—Americans.
As I watched this movie in the
theatre with a friend, I remember
noticing white viewers and those
of other ethnicities through the
darkness often wiping their eyes
and blowing their noses. Rosewood =
captivated the emotions ofvirtually
everyone in the roomthat day.
To closely revisit at least these
two films is to realize that through
them, one underlying truth has
been successfully brought to the
surface for our society as a whole
to repeatedly reflect upon. Black
people in one of the films must
have been employed behind cam—
eras during its shooting, as no one
of African descent ever appeared
on screen. But still, one crippling
parallel exists within the conscious—
ness of both these independent, yet
cye—opening plots; that omnipres—
ent, infectious germ known as rac—
ism.
Although the issues of racism
and homophobia in America house
very distinct differences, the under—
lying and fundamental characteris—
tics of both social diseases remain
closely related. Both exist only be—
cause ofthe established viral so—
cial condition — societal fear.
As Americans, for most of us, .
it‘s simply too difficult to coexist
harmoniously with those among us
who do not blend in with our es—
tablished norms. But this cancer—
ous feat fuels racism, which in turn,
is homophobia‘s Corsican twin.
The origin of these two infec—
tions can be traced back to igno—
rance and pride (as ignorance
relates to a lack of knowledge, and
See Racism Homophobia
on page 22
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A fundraiser for Friends for Life
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4.00ctw Natural Sapphire
Solid 14k Yellow Gold Ring
Priced at $500
Bright Colorful 1.08 ctw.
Natural Rubies
Solid Sterling Silver Stud
Earrings 5.60 gr.
priced at $205
Natural Green Jade And
Marcasite Pendant Created
In Solid .925 Sterling Silver
priced at $220

'

GE Adorable Ring 1.60ctw. 2 Pear
Genuine Peridot and 10 Round
Cubic Zirconia Solid 9.25 Sterling
Silver . Priced at $200
Mens and Ladies Watches
Values from $125 to $250
Cosmic Closet GC $100
Exquisite 1.20 ctw Genuine
Diamond and Natural Almandite
Garnet Ring Crafted of
Solid 14k Gold
Buy now price $720

Crystals and Blue Strap
Buy now price $125
Ladies Lovely Genuine 14k Gold
Ring Priced at $250
* Casino Packages
* Restaurant GC
e Computer Training
*e Museum Memberships
«Orpheum tickets
*» Massages
and MORE!
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No official word from anyone,
but if it pans out, remember you
heard it here«first.
¥

S

by Allen Cook
It used to be that one always
knew when the new TV season be—
gan — because it always began in
the fall. Nowadays (old farts like
me always use that word) with the
proliferation of cable networks, in—
dependent stations and the like, a
new season for a show can just
about start anytime.
For those of you who have been
waiting — and that includes most
of the readership of this newspaper
— for the start of the new season
of Showtime‘s Queer As Folk, the
wait is almost over. According to
the Showtime web site, the new

QAF seLuan—MLHbegm Sun:,Mar.
2, at 9 p.m. i, for one, can‘ t wait to
see what Michael, Brian, Emmett
(who is ever the voice of reason on
this show in spite of his flaming

exterior), et al are going to be up
to this year.
Showtime has been running a
contest for people who want to sub—
mit story lines... we‘ll all see what
develops together.
¥
The rumor mill is working
again, albeit now on the internet.
Although we have zero confir—
mation of this, there is a person
who purports to be the general
manager of something called Club
Galaxie who is accepting applica—
tions for batenders, security, DJs,
male and female go—go dancers, bar
backs and management positions.
.Where, you might ask, is Club
Galaxie going to be?
Well, I asked this person online
if it was going to be in the old
Amnesia space on Poplar and the
answer was YES!.

Our ace book reviewer, Shan—
non Yarbrough, had his first book
go to press during the final week
ofJanuary. The book is entitled The
Other Side of What? and is not to
be confused with the likes of The
Other Side ofAspen, East St. Louis
or any of those other sordid cities
where homos carry on like animals.
We know Shannon to be a man of
utmost character — even if he did
forsake our fair city. We‘ve heard
that he only ventures to East St.
Louis on weekends that coincide
with a full moon.
¥
Speaking of authors, Michael
Scheiffelbein will be on hand as the
Gay and Lesbian Book Club moves
its monthly meeting to the new
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center. Henceforth the club
will be known as the MGLCC
Book Club. There‘s a story on page
8 about it — I‘m sure you can find
it.
¥
On a kind of down note, we
heard this week from longtime
friend Hunter Johnston that Dot
Thompson died in Houston on Jan.
25. Along with her lover Jeannette
Vaughn, Dot owned the Butterfly
Cabaret, a show bar where many

of Memphis‘ great drag perform—
ers got their start. The couple
moved to Houston some years ago
and were active in the Houston gay
and lesbian community.
Johnston was in Houston attend—
ing the Coronation Ball of The
Royal Imperial Soveriegn Court of
The Single Star Of Houston. News
of Thompson‘s death was withheld
until after the coronation, since
Jeanette knew that it would upset
them all and she wanted them to
enjoy their coronation night. _
I‘ ve got to tell you, I don‘t gen—
erally go out on New Year‘s Eve
any more — too many amateur
drunks on the road, as Ed
MacMahon used to say. But the
New Year‘s Eve party that
MGLCC threw was really nice. It
was held in Neil‘s party room...
formerly the space where G.
Bellington Rumples and, more re—
cently, Fantasia resided. The space
was not so big as to get lost in and
not so small as to feel crowded.
And yes, both mixed drinks and
smoking were allowed.
I‘ve got to give kudos to their
entertainment line—up as well.
Lady Emma Rae —O‘Neill and
Dame Anna Mae Houston
hostessed the affair and presented
a show that was more variety than
standard drag. It was great to see a
revival of "camp drag." Vincent
Astor performed a few numbers
from his repertiore of"dirty" songs

including the classic audience—
participation song "My Pussy."
¥
Memphis newcomers Alan Wil—
liams and Alvin Vasquez have
opened Klassic Klutter in Near East
Memphis (outside the Parkways,
but nowhere near Germantown).
Klassic Klutter is a discount re—
tailer featuring closeouts, discol—
tinued items, overstocks and
one—of—a—kind merchandise includ—
ing electronics, bed and bath, of—
fice and household furniture, small
appliances, jewelry and much
more.
Williams and Vasquez were re—
siding in Florida prior to relocat—
ing to Memphis.
Klassic Klutter is located in the
old Discount Wallpaper building at
91 N. Tillman, just off Poplar.
sesv.
And by the way, if you‘re won—
dering why this issue of the Tri—
angle Journal is late, it‘s because
our main printer died and we had
to resort some pretty retro tech—
niques to prepare the mechanicals
for the press.
If it‘s one thing I hate, it‘s be—
ing late... in the almost 25 years
John and I have been publishing
gay newspapers, it‘s only happened
twice before. But some time ago I
read Don‘t Sweat the Small Stuff...
and It‘s ALL Small Stuff. It changed
my life so that I refuse to be upset
by things like that HUW. IF you are
upset by our being late, I have chree
words for you... get over it.

Nashville
615—775—1010
Fayettevilie
931—297—0010
Other local TN #s
1—888—272—7121

il a

"

61—0006
Use FREE code 8903
1—90—446—1717 ($1.99/min.) 18+

Browse at wosintbractivemnala.com
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Juanita

Horner Joins

Friends For Life is pleased to annouce
the addition of Juanita Horner to its dedi—
cated team of employees committed to help—
ing men, women and children infected and
affected with HIV/AIDS to live healthier,
more dignified lives. Horner joined the staff
as director of development.
A native Memphian, Horner was gradu—
ated from Memphis Catholic High School
in 1978, and earned her bachelor of arts de—
gree in English/communications from
LeMoyne—Owen College in 1982.
Bringing more than 22 years of develop—
ment experience to the FFL team, Horner
began her career at WKNO—TV and FM
where she spent 10 years working in the ar—
eas of public relations, membership and FM

Friends

For Life Team

development.
From there she moved on to a position as
the annual fund director of the Memphis Zoo.
During her six and one—half years at the zoo,
Horner also oversaw the adopt—an—animal
program.
In addition, she has served as the devel—
opment director for the Emanuel Episcopal
Center, a position she created from the
ground up for the inner—city outreach pro—
gram in the Clayborne and Foote areas of
Memphis.
When asked about the goals she has for
her new position at FFL, she said, "I want to
enlighten and inform our community ofthe
opportunity that Friends For Life offers
people affected and infected with HIV/

AIDS."
"We are pleased to have someone with
Juanita‘s experience join our team," said Kim
Moss, FFL executive director. "She is just a
delight to work with and her years of hands—
on experience in the area of development will
only enhance the commitment Friends For
Life has made to those infected and affected
with HIV/AIDS.
"In fact, the timing of her joining the FFL
staff couldn‘t have been more perfect," Moss
continued. "With the generous donation of
our new building and the knowledge that we
will have to do some serious remodeling be—
fore we can move into it, Juanita‘s expertise
will be more valuable than ever as we begin
a capital improvement campaign to support
the renovation."

Equality Tennessee to Host Memphis GLBT Town Hall

In a move designed to better leverage its
events are planned on Sat.
membership and influence, of Sat., Feb. 8 Feb.Two15 public
designed
provide the Memphis
the Memphis Lesbian and Gay Coalition for GLBT community tomore
information about
Justice
will
officially
merge
with
Equality
Equality Tennessee. The first, a "town hall"
Tennessee.
meeting with the board of Equality Ten—
Equality Tennessee is a statewide GLBT type
nessee, is scheduled from11 a.m. until noon.
nonprofit organization working to promote meeting is being held in the Fellowship
equality and the elimination ofprejudice and The
of First Congregational Church (1000
discrimination. Through the education ofthe Hall
S. Cooper).
citizens of Tennessee about GLBT life, his—
the board of Equality Tennes—
tory, social issues and civic responsibility, seeSecondly,
is hosting a reception for the GLBT com—
Equality Tennessee seeks to promote the munity from 7—9 p.m. at The Monk
defense of human and civil rights for mem— (Mid—Town
Food Co—Op) located at 2158
bers of the GLBT community.
Central Ave. Individuals, businesses, or or—

Juanita Homer

Meetlng and Receptlon

ganizations Inleruiedin learning more about
GLBT activities across the state are invited
to attend the reception.
The Memphis "town hall" meeting and
reception is just one of 10 such events that
Equality Tennessee has scheduled for the first
half of 2003. The meetings are designed to
help Equality Tennessee and local partici—
pants to identify issues of local and statewide
importance to GLBT individuals, organiza—
tions, businesses and the community—at—large.
Equality Tennessee also actively seeks op—
portunities to partner, collaborate, and share
information with the various GLBT organi—

zations across the state.
Founded in May, 2000, the vision of
Equality Tennessee is to provide statewide
leadership, unity, and cohesion within the
GLBT community by working to provide
coordination, education, training, network—
ing and statewide communication to en—
hance the GLBT community and
itsorganizations at a state and local level.
Supported by donations, grants and
fundraising activities, Equality Tennessee
currently has approximately 200 donors and
represents over 2,000 GLBT Tennesseans
across the state.
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No roses at all can make one blue.
Make a donation to honor
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A name you know, people you‘trust, for more than 70 years!
5299 Summer Avenue 901—762—6500
Across from Garden Ridge

1—800—967—2525

Visit us at www.lewisford.com

Contact Sharon Dash to purchase your next vehicle.
Bring in this coupon for
FREE
UFETIME OIL & FILTER CHANGES
with the purchase of any new vehicle.

«

NCE
Frieads For Life is sponsored in part by The United Way ofthe Mid—South and The City of Memphix
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Honor Someone You

Love,

;

Friends

Help Friends For Life at Same Time
Want to show someone you re—
ally care this Valentine‘s Day and
help thousands of Mid—Southerners
at the same time?
With Valentine‘s Day just
around the corner, Friends For Life
is making a special opportunity
available to folks in the Mid—South.
An opportunity that will allow
folks to show their family and
friends just how much they care
about them.
How? Just give a monetary gift
to Friends For Life in honor of a

loved one, be it a family member,
friend or loved one whois presently
fighting or has lost their battle with
HIV/AIDS. In return, Friends For
Life will send a card to let them
know a gift has been made in their
honor. Gifts of $25 or more will
allow the honoree‘s name to be
printed in Friends For Life‘s quar—
terly newsletter, Frontline. Memo—
rials also will be accepted.
Gifts can be given in two ways,
both of which are tax—deductible.
Send a check or money order to

Friends For Life Valentine, 1384
Madison Ave., Memphis, TN
38104, or simply call the office at
(901) 272—0855 to charge by tele—
phone. Friends For Life accepts
Visa, MasterCard and American
Express.
Be a friend for life and support
Friends For Life by giving gener—
ously so that men, women and chil—
dren infected and affected by HIV/
AIDS can live healthier, more dig—
nified lives.

|

For Life

Offers

Testing Parties
Now you can throw one of the
101, followed by the admin—
most unique parties ofthe year with HIV
istering
of the OraSure oral swab
the help of Friends For Life.
HIV
test,
Not only will you have a great painless. which is bloodless and
time, but you‘ll also show your _ No needles, no blood, no costs
friends and family just how much
no excuses. Just call Friends
you care about them by helping and
For
Life
Director of Colhrhlmh
them know their HIV status.
Outreach Angela Lamb at (901)
You get the refreshments, invite
to discuss your party
everyone you can think of and 272—0855
plans.
Friends For Life will do the rest. For more information, call (901)
The party will begin with a Friends 272—0855
or go online to
For Life educator providing alittle www.FriendsForLife.org.
U of M to Start GLBT

Integrity to Host Symphony Conductor
The next regular monthly meet—
ing of Integrity—Memphis will be
held on Tues., Feb. 18, at 6:30 p.m.
at Calvary Episcopal Church (See—
ond at Adams).
Integrity will follow its usual
format of a short worship service,
dinner and a program.
The worship service will be led
by Tim Meadows, pastor of Holy
Trinity Community Church.
As its speaker, Integrity is
pleased to have Vincent L. Danner,

associate conductor of the Mem—
phis Symphony Orchestra and con—
ductor of the Memphis Youth
Symphony Orchestra.
Integrity—Memphis is the local
chapter of a national organization,
Integrity—USA, which serves
within the Episcopal Church. Its
mission is to promote understand—
ing between the gay community
and the church.
Regular monthly meetings host

a variety of programs, covering a
wide range of topics of interest to
GLBTs. There are members of
many faith traditions and visitors
are welcomed.
Integrity meets the third Tues—
day of each month at 6:30 at Cal—
vary Church.
For more information, please
visit
its
website
at
w w w . ge o cities .c o m /
integrity_memphis/main.html.

For those times when you can‘t find a printed copy...

Discussion Group
._ The University of Memphis‘
Center for Student Development is
beginning a confidential group for
individuals who want to explore
their sexual identity or gender iden—
tity as well as anyone who identi—
fies as gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgendered, questioning, queer
or as any other sexual minority.
This group will be inclusive and
will be a safe place to discuss is—
sues regarding sexual identity.
.

;

The university is in the process
of trying to inform student about
this group. All students who are
enrolled at The University of Mem—
phis and interested in this group
should call 678—2068 to schedule a
time for screening for the group
with Becky Eades or Shana
Hamilton.
For more information, call
Becky Eades at tht nutfiber given
above.

2
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Join

us for

cocktai’s & tapas

Tapas until 1:00 am

—

M—Bar open 5pm — 3am
Serving dinner night|3 5:50pm — 10:50Pm
reservations are Ecom mended
948

S.

CooPER

—
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—
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Eddie

The murder of Eddie "Gwen"
Araujo Jr. has raised a question of
grammar with serious implications
for transgender people — should
the slain teen who lived as a girl be
referred to as he or she?
News media, including The As—
sociated Press, initially used the
masculine pronoun. AP had taken
its lead from Arayjo‘s family mem—
bers, who called their child a "he."
Transgender activists saw the

"Gwen"

Araujo a

or

masculine pronqun as disrespect—
After gathering more informa—
ful — saying it was clear that
tion from Arayjo‘s family, The AP
Araujo, who adopted the name
decided to switch to the feminine
Gwen after singer Gwen Stefani of pronoun when referring to the slain
the alternative rock group No
teenager from Newark, Calif.
Doubt, would have wanted to be
The AP stylebook doesn‘t have
an entry for "transgender," but does
referred to as a girl.
address the issue in part under "sex
Others argued that allowing
people to essentially self—declare
changes:"
their gender without undergoing a
"Use the pronoun preferred by
physical change is too subjective —: the individuals who have acquired
an approach to grammar.
the physical characteristics (by hor—

7 Out of 10 Gay Adults Willing to

Extra for Smoke—free Bars and
ROCHESTER, NY — When
asked in a recent survey whether
or not they would prefer smoke—
free bars and clubs, 59 percent of
adults nationwide, including those
who are gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender (GLBT), said they pre—
ferred a smoke—free environment.
According to these latest survey
results released by Witeck—Combs
Communications and Harris Inter—
active", when asked ifthey would
be willing to pay an additional
cover charge for their favorite bar
or club to be smoke—free, 70 per—
cent of GLBT respondents who in—
dicated that they prefer smoke—free
bars and clubs said they would be
willing to pay more for that envi—
ronment. In contrast, only 52 per—
cent of heterosexual respondents
who indicated the same preference
said they would be willing to pay
an additional cover charge.
"The good news is, lesbians and
gays seem willing to put their
money where their mouths are
when. it comes to eliminating
smoke in bars and clubs not yet
covered by smoke—free laws," said
Colleen Dermody, vice president of
Witeck—Combs Communications.

‘He‘

"The bad news is that 34 percent
of gays are still smoking cigarettes
despite 2001 survey results which
showed 98 percent of GLBT smok—
ers and tobacco chewers under—
stand that smoking increases their
risk of lung cancer and heart dis—
ease. They know smoking is un—
healthy, but, according to these
latest results, a third of them con—
tinues to smoke."
Some key findings from this
survey include: ~>
* Overall, 89 percent of the
GLBT adults surveyed said they
have not seen an anti—smoking edu—
cation or awareness campaign tar—
geted toward them.
*34 percent of GLBT adults sur—
veyed said they smoke cigarettes,
as compared to 24 percent of het—
erosexual adults.
* Of those who said they smoke
cigarettes, 47 percent of GLBT
adults and 36 percent of hetero—
sexual adults smoke more than one
pack each day.
* Only seven percent (7 percent)
of GLBT adults and eight percent
(8 percent) of heterosexual adults
said that they smoke a pipe or ci—
gars or use chewing tobacco.

Pay

Clubs

"This survey underscores the
critical need for anti—smoking
awareness and education cam—
paigns developed by and targeted
to the GLBT community," said
Kathleen DeBold, executive direc—
tor of the Mautner Project, the na—
tional lesbian health organization.
"Until as much effort is put into
GLBT smoking cessation as the
tobacco companies devote to get—
ting people hooked, gay adults will
continue to die from tobacco—re—
lated diseases and our young
people will continue to fall prey to
tobaccoindustry greed," concluded
DeBold.
As the number of smoke—free
public spaces grows, Delaware has
become the latest state and New
York City the latest major city to
enact comprehensive restrictions
on smoking, including in bars and
restaurants. As of December 2002,
two states and 1,595 municipalities
(including all municipalities in
California and Delaware) prohibit
smoking in freestanding bars, four
states ban smoking in restaurants,
and four states ban smoking in en—
closed workplaces.

Cruise Wins $10 Million
Defamation Judgment

Against Porn Actor
LOS ANGELES (AP).— Tom
Cruise won a $10 million defama—
tion judgment against a porn actor
who allegedly told the French
magazine Actustar that he had a
gay affair with the actor, Cruise‘s
attorney said.
Chad Slater, whose stage name
was Kyle Bradford, had said pre—
viously he never met Cruise and de—
faulted on the $100 million lawsuit
in August 2001.
"I hope by defaulting, Mr.
Cruise will finally get what he is
after and I can finally start to put
my life back in order," Slater said
in a statement at the time.
The default motion did not in—
dicate Slater admitted wrongdoing,
but was an acknowledgment he did

not have the money to fight the
lawsuit and would not contest it.
Slater, who has made a series of
porn films and gay—themed wres—
tling videos, could not be located
for comment.
The $10 million judgment was
decided in late December, accord—
ing to Cruise attorney Ricardo
Cestero.
‘"We don‘t have any idea
whether he‘ll ever have means to
pay, but we‘ve obtained the judg—
ment, which will hopefully make
it clear that demeaning Mr. Cruise
will not be a successful endeavor,"
Céestero said.
Cruise plans to donate to char—
ity any money he receives from the
judgment, Cestero added.

HYPNOTHERAPY
* Stop Smoking
—_* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders
*+ Memory and Study Skills
* Stress and Anxiety
* Sexual Dysfunction
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
* Individual Therapy
* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
* Marriage & Family Therapy
Office Hours by Appointment
Insurance Accepted
Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT
815 Mt. Moriah Road
685—5491
caish@aol.com
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She?

mone therapy, body modification,
or surgery) ofthe opposite sex and
present themselves in a way that
does not correspond with their sex
at birth. If that preference is not
expressed, use the pronoun consis—
tent with the way the individuals
live publicly."
Araujo presented herself consis—
tently as female — wearing
women‘s clothing, makeup and
long hair. Araujo also intended to
have sex—change surgery, accord—
ing to her mother, Sylvia Guerrero,
who had promised the teen she
would file a name—change petition
after that was accomplished.
"He was going to be a ‘she‘ and

so we can go by ‘she‘ out ofre—
spect to her," Guerrero told The
AP.
Switching the habit ofa lifetime
has been tough for Araujo‘s
mother.
Although Guerrerotried hard to
use "Gwen" when they were out in
public — partly for her child‘s
safety — she said she sometimes
slipped up, much to her teen‘s cha—
grin.
"It‘s not that I‘m disrespecting
you. I respect you very much," she
remembers telling the teen. "It‘s
hard for a mom to call you ‘Gwen
when I‘ve called you ‘Eddie.‘ It‘s
like a habit."

INSURHNCE
a
Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Goy & lesbian Community —.
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CDC‘s

Revised Condom

Politics Trumping Science

Advocates Say
An updated version of a govern—
ment fact sheet that originally pro—
moted condoms as "highly
effective" at preventing HIV and
other sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) now offers toned—down
linguage on the efficacy of
condoms for disease prevention.
Democratic Congressmen and
AIDS advocacy groups say the
changes are part of a campaign to
censor HIV/AIDS prevention in—

Fact Sheet Arouses Concerns AIDS

formation that conflicts with the
abstinence—only approach favored
by the Bush administration. .
The fact sheet, recently reissued
on the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)
website at www.ede.gov, is raising
concerns because it alters and
eliminates scientifically sound in—
formation about the use of
condoms to prevent STDs and no
longer cites studies that show con—

Sheridan Lambe,

Lcsw

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

BUYING ofrsELLinc

dom education does not promote "the new fact sheet, but it‘s a com——
pletely different resource for a dif—
earlier sexual activity among
ferent audience," said Advocates
young people.
for
Youth spokesperson Bill
In a December 18, letter to
Barker. (While the earlier version
Health and Human Services (HHS)
was user—friendly, the new version
Secretary Tommy G. Thompson,
is intended for public health work—
Representative Henry Waxman (D—
ers
and contains considerable sci—
CA) and 13 fellow Congressional
entific terminology.)
Democrats criticized the changes,
Shana Crochmal. of San
writing that "the apparent purpose
Francisco‘s STOP AIDS Project
ofthese alterations and deletions is
also underscored the importance of
to remove information that con—
making information on condoms
flicts with the administration‘s
publicly accessible: "Information is
preference for ‘abstinence—only‘
absolutely the number one way to
programs."
prevent HIV—notjust access to the
Dr. David Fleming, CDC‘ s
condom itself, but how to use it and
deputy director for science, de—
how to talk about it, how to get
fended the agency‘s changes in an
tested, how to get. condoms."
Associated Press article, saying
The new fact sheet differs from
that "this fact sheet is designed to
the original fact sheet—posted in
be as scientifically accurate as pos—
1996 during Bill Clinton‘s presi—
sible. We specifically tried not to
dency—in four main ways.
nuance it in the direction of either
First, the previous version said
encouraging or discouraging use of
that abstaining from sex was the
condoms."
best way to prevent transmission of
Interpreting the CDC‘s Changes
HIV and other STDs, but also ad—
AIDS advocates point out that
vised that "for those who have
while the new fact sheet is not in—
sexual intercourse, latex condoms
accurate, it no longer provides the
are highly effective when used con—
full story, especially for young
sistently and correctly." The new
people looking to protect them—
version states that while condoms
selves against HIV and other STDs.
"can reduce the risk of STD trans—
"There‘s no misinformation in

Book Club to
< The Gay and Lesbian Book Club
sponsored by Bookstar at Poplar
._ Plaza is moving to a new home.
Beginning in February, the book
club will meet at the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Center on
the third Thursday night of every
month at 7 p.m and will now be
known as the MGLCC Book Club. .
However, as a special kick—off

A HOME?

as
a
377*1057
gmx@acl.comor
gienn@giennmoore.com:

._ wr
MMYODEWDN
— REALTOR® MLS
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mission ... no protective method is
100 percent effective, and condom
use cannot guarantee absolute pro—
tection against any STD." As
Barker points out, "[It] is notable
that the CDC has shifted from talk—
ing about the benefits of condoms
to talking about the failure rates of
condoms."
Second, although the new fact
sheet does indicate that condoms
must be used correctly in order to
protect against HIV transmission,
it no longer describes the five spe—
cific steps required to maximize a
condom‘s effectiveness.
Third, the original fact sheet
detailed different types of condoms
and how they perform with respect
to HIV/STD transmission. The re—
moval of this information makes it
"more difficult for people to make
informed choices about which
condoms are effective in prevent—
ing HIV transmission and which
are not." the Congressmen wrote.
Fourth, reference to the fact that
studies have shown that providing
information about condoms "either
had no effect upon the initiation of
intercourse or resulted in delayed
onset of intercourse" have also
been eliminated from the fact sheet.

Move to MGLCC
celebration. of the move to the The following are the selections
MGLCC building on Cooper, the and dates for the upcoming months:
group will be discussing Blood Thurs., Feb. 20,—8:00 p.m.. ——
Brothers by Michael Schiefelbein at Blood Brothers by. Michael
Schiefelbein
I
8 p.m.
The author will there to discuss Thurs., March 20, 7:00 p.m. —
his latest work. The book discus— As Meat Lotes Salt by
—
sion group is free and open to any— McCann
one and new members are always Thurs., Apr. 17, 7:00 p.m. —
Fingersmith by Sarah Waters
welcomed.

Rare HIV Trial Begins in lowa
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — A
Minnesota man charged with having
sex with an Iowa man without tell—
ing him he was HIV positive is set to

begin in Johnson County District
Court.
Aaron James Dahlberg 25, Inver
Grove Heights, Minn., is charged
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School 10:45 Worship
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9:30 Sunda

with criminal transmission of HIV
based on allegations he did not re—
veal he was HIV positive to an Iowa
City man before they had unpro—
tecied sex twice over the night of
March 31 and April 1, 2000.
Only a handful of similar cases
have beentried in Iowasince the law
was enacted four years ago. It is the
first such case in Johnson County.
Iowa City Detective Jenny
Clarahan stated in an application to
search Dahlberg‘s home in July 2001
the Iowa City man met Dahlberg at
a club in Cedar Rapids. Dahlberg
bought the man drinks that night and
later went home with him, Clarahan
said.
The Iowa City mantold police he
and Dahlberg had unprotected sex
twice that night or early the next
morning. The man said he asked
Dahlberg before having sex if
Dahlberg had any sexually transmit—
ted diseases, including HIV, and
Dahlberg said ho, Clarakan reported.

Fabulous

FFL‘s
to

February Concert.

Feature Music of Johnny Mercer

It‘s time to jazz it up as Friends For
Life gears up for its Sixth Annual Fabu—
lous February Concert, The Music of
Johnny Mercer ... A Night of Wine &
Roses, which will feature the music of leg—
endary songwriter Johnny Mercer. The
concert is scheduled for Sun.} Feb. 23, at
the New Daisy Theatre, located at 330
Beale Street, at 6:30 p.m.

Favored by many to be the most impor—
tant winner of
the
Luciano
Pavarotti Vocal
Competition in
her early 20s,
Esperian
has
partnered with
star quality like
Pavarotti —and
PF.
do
Domingo from
La Scala to the
Metropolitan
Opera. She was
featured in the
film
Distant
Harmony while
in China with the
great Pavarotti
and. in— recent
years
has
ae Esperian
emerged as the
Verdi soprano of choice by international
opera houses.
In addition to opera, Esperian is a won—

derful recitalist and concert performer.
She is one ofthe "Three Sopranos" who
have concertized throughout the world.
Friends For Life‘s Fabulous February
Concert series began in 1998, with A Holi—
day With Billie Holiday, and continued
w

Hudson and Saleeby
with Doing It Our Way ... A Tribute To
Francis Albert Sinatra in 1999, Judy Gar—
land
The Rainbow Comes to

MemphiQOz, Tennessee in 2000, Ella
Fitegerald ... A Little Scat and Some of
That in 2001, and Tales of the Cities ...
The Songs That Made the Cities Famous
in 2002.
Tickets range from $35 per person for
general admission to
$250 per person for the
"Producer‘s Level." For
tickets and reservations,
call Friends For Life at
(901) 272—0855,
Sponsors of this
year‘s concert include
Craig Simrell, Kathy and
Kelly Fish, Impact Mar—
keting, Hilton Hotels
Corp.,
Commercial
Bank and Trust, Time
Warner Communica—
tions, Alfred‘s, The Gar—
den District, Mednikow
Jewelers, Candy Bou—
quet, and Carol and Al
LaRocca.
For more informa—
tion, call (901) 272—0855
or
<go.
online.
to
www. FriendsForkife.org. Friends For Life
is sponsored in part by the United Way of
the Mid—South and the City of Memphis.

Johny ercer
Four—tithe Academy AwaFd winner and
son of Savannah, Ga., Mercer brought
home Oscars for "Moon River"; "Days of
Wine and Roses"; "Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe"; and "In The Cool, Cool, Cool
of the Evening." During his career, Mer—
cer wrote the lyrics or music and lyries to
approximately 1,500 songs.

memphis premier...

«Doin Time in the Homo Ne Mo Halfway House,
How I survived the

Ex—Gay Movement"

February 16 at 6:00PM at ETCC

A

Are you really ready to see for yourself what happens behind the doors of America‘s zaniest ex—gay residen—
tial program? Ready or not here comes Peterson Toscano with his newest one—man comedy, "Doin‘ Time in the
Homo No Mo Halfway House, How I Survived the Ex—Gay Movement!" Based on Toscano‘s real life experience in
Memphis‘ Lovein,Action .Ex—gay ministry, he weaves together humor, program jargon and outrageous eye witness
accounts to form a piece that is hilarious, poignant and inspirational. From the daily rap sessions on appropriate male
dress to the surreal Family and Friends Weekend, prepare yourself for a rocky and raucous tour of the Homo No Mo
Halfway House, and see for yourself if our hero comes OUT alive!

Uz

Come Join US As We Celebrate Our

|

Gary Johns
Marked by a sophisticated, occasionally
whimsical, mastery of language and
rhymes, many of Mercer‘s songs have be—
come standards regularly covéred by jazz
artists, including one ofthis year‘s Fabu—
lous February Concert performers, Gary
Johns, who recorded "Ac—Cent—Tchu—Ate
the Positive," on his album Made In Mem—
phis.
In addition to Johns, The Music of
Johnny Mercer ... A Night Of Wine &
Roses also will feature musical perfor—
mances by some of Memphis‘s hottest tal—
ents, including Jackie Johnson, Chris
Hudson, Doug Saleeby, Reni Simon, Holly
Shelton, the 18—piece Memphis Jazz Or—
chestra and special guest Kallen Esperian.
WMC—TV—5‘s Kym Clark will serve as
hostess for the concert.

New Home at

685 S. Highland Ave

—* March 1, 5:30PM Brief Service of Dedication

’

7:00PM Praise Concert
* March 2, | 1:00AM Sunday Service

Come Travel Bith Hs Tulp 14—25, 2003
Holy Trinity Community Church will be making a trip to England this summer and we would
like for you to join us. We have secured a wonderful 12 day tour, where will be staying in
London, Bath, Stratford on the Avon a Brighton. If you would like to learn more about this
exciting trip please phone the church at 320—9376 or email us at hteccmemphis@aol.com.
. We will provide you with a complete itinerary and information.
You musthave apassport forthistrip,. « = = <_ ——
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Living Word
Christian Church
A Powerful Place to Belong...
o
A place to relate, a place to
grow, a place where you
can build relationships that
last a lifetime...a powerful
place to belong.
2489 Broad Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
901—452—6272
(Adjacentto the Post Office)
Services:
Sunday 10AM and 6PM
also Wednesday at 7PM
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Drug-Resistant, Staph Infection Hitting California Gays
A virulent
antibiotic—resistant
erful
fluoroquinolones.
This
is found outside medical institu— in our community — HIV, syphi— their practices.
form
of
the
Staphylococcus
forcing
medical
authorities
to
pre—
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thispoint
doctors
aren‘tis lis, hepatitis; it‘s the same old Bolan said the majority of
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bacteria,
better
known
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scribe
much
more
expensive
exactly
how
the
infection
broken record
story.thatYou
haveeas—a cases he has seen involve patients
staph,
is
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spreading
among
drugs
like
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antibiotics
contracted,
but
some
say
the
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,bacterial
infection
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butproblem
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Los
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gay
men,
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"I
don‘t
if
this
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physicians.
comycin,
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the
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of
2002,
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the board.
number
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and
during
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and
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"It‘s
serious
because
there
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for
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Control
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skin
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severe.
boils, inflammation
and
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on
their
hands,
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and
tious
disease
specialist
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penicillin
and
has
in
nursing
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Calendar Listings in Bold type take place at GLBT
venues or are specifically GLBT—related
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type take place at GLBT—
friendly venues or are of interest to the GLBT community

A Handy 4—Page Pull—Out
Reference to Bars, Restaurants and
Other Mid—South Resources and Events
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The Triangle Journal Calendar of Events
FEBRUARY 2003
WEEKLY EVENTS
SUNDAY
CHURCH
SERVICES
*Open
Heart
Community
ofFaith
—
Bible
Study
&
Worship
Celebration
—
North End ofFirst
Congregational
— Sunday
(901) 323—3514
— IamHolyWorship
«HolyTrinity
Community
Church
—
School
and
ServiceCongregational
& Children‘s Church
Church—— Sunday
(901) 320—9376
— 9:45am
and11am
*First
School,
Café
Congo,
andWorship
Service Church
— (901) —278—6786
— 9:30am,
10am, Service
and 10:30am
*Prescott
Sunday
School
&
Worship
— (901) 327—8479 —
9:30am
&
10:45am
*Living Word Christian
MONDAYS
Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm

*Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm
«Karaoke Night ~»Backstreet — 8pm
»Karaoke ngm — Metro — 10pm

Church Morning and Evening Worship Services —
(901) 276—0577 — 10am and 6pm

WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
*Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
«Prescott Church — Fellowship Dinner & Christian Life Study and Discussion
— (901) 327—8479 — 6pm & 6:45pm
*Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper and Bible Study —
(901) 320—9376 — 6pm & 7pm
*Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901) 276—0577 —
7pm
*Open Heart Community of Faith — "Miracles" — Study Group — North End of
First Congregational — (901) 323—3514 — 7:30pm
SUNDAYS
*All You Can Eat Dim Surti — Lilly‘s Asian Bistro — 903 Satith Cooper — (901)
276—9300 — Noon—Close
*»Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
*Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Cordova Bowling Center — (901)
722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
*Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
*Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
*Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
*Karaoke — Backstreet — 10pm
«Drag Show — Backstreet — 11:30pm

2117 Peabody

901—278—60673

901—278— MORE

TUESDAYS
*Di Anne Price — Wang‘s Mandarin House — 6pm
*Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
*Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
«Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
*Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm
WEDNESDAYS
*Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
«Di Anne Price — The Madison Hotel — 8pm
«Midtown Round—Up — Country Dance Night

Crossroads — 8pm
«Ink & Metal Nite — Show yourtats and piercings for specials — Pumping
Station — All Day
‘THURSDAYS
«Friends and Will & Grace — Metro — 7pm
»Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Prescott Church Fellowship

Hall — (901) 438—

2427 — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*Star Karaoke — Crossroads — 10pm
«Amateur Show — Metro — 11:30pm
FRIDAYS
*First Congo Films — First Congregational Church (901) 278—6/86 7pm &
9pm
*Pool Tournament — Crossroads— 8pm
*Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
«Drag Show — Metro — 11pm
*Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & 2:30am
SATURDAYS
«Camp Fire USA — First Congregational Church — (901) 327—0438 or
CampFireMemphis@yahoo.com — 10am
*Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
«Drag Show — Metro — 11pm
«Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & Jam
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|
|
|
|
|
|

Friday,

WELCOME
Adult Sunday School begins at 9:45AM
Children‘s Sunday School & Worship Service is
each Sunday at 11 AM
Fellowship Supper GPM and Fellowship
Gathering 7ZPM each Wednesday

February 14th
Valentine‘s Day
«Di Anne Price — Palm Court
(Overton Square) — Ipm

Holy Trinity Community Church

Cale

Phone: 901 —320—9376
Website : uwwy Holytinitymem phis .0 rg
Email:HTCCMemphis@aol.com
We are located at 3430 Summer Ave.

+ —!
q
e

:

Saturday,
February 15th
Ad & Copy Deadline for the

BChveen Highland and National)

March 2003 TJN

The Rev. Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor

*Town Hall Meeting —
Saturday,

Friday,

February 1st

February 7th

Congregational Church —

Catholic Mass with Special

Jim Maynard — (901) 327—

*First Saturday Club — First

Equality Tennessee — First

Congregational Church —

Invitation to GLBTs — St.

(901) 278—6786 — 2pm

Patrick‘s Cathedral — 7pm

2677 — 11am
*Statewide Board Meeting —
Equality Tennessee — First

«Di Anne Price — Ciclo — 8pm

*Di Anne Price — Ciclo — 8pm

Congregational Church —
Sunday,

Saturday,

February 9th

February 8th

2677 — Noon
«Di Anne Price — Cleveland

Night — Pumping Station —

Calendar. We try to provide as many upcoming
events in the GLBT community as possible. If.

— MGLCC — 892 South
Cooper — (901) 324—4297

February 3rd

day Social — Call RJ for

Church — (901) 272—0855

details/directions — (901)

— 6pm

._

Room — 6pm

February 11th,

_

«Lambda Circle — First
Wednesday

Congregational Church —

February 5th

(901) 278—6786 — 6:30pm

«2xLambda — First Wednes—

Church —

MirrorImageTG@yahoocom
— 7pm
D1 AnnePrice — Cielo — 8pm
*Tsarus Club Night —
Pumping Station — 10pm

Thursday,

day at the Brooks Mu—

February 13th._

seum — Meet in the Lobby

—=Parents Together — Support

— Dinner Afterwards ==

Group for GLBT Parents

(901) 223—3331 — 7pm

— Holy Trinity Commu—

«Carol Plunk — One More —

nity Church — (901) 320—

7pm

9376 — 7pm

February 6th
— Prescott Church
— (901) 761—1444 — 7pm

&

<GUESTHOUSE

A
BODYWISE

COMPANY

ABC4TOUCKH
@AOL . COM
%
MAJOR

1101
Appointment
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Sunday,
February 16th
*Di Anne Price — Huey‘s
Downtown — 4pm
Monday,
February 17th
Presidents‘ Day Observed
«Feast for Friends — Hosted
by Friends For Life — St.
John‘s United Methodist
Church — (901) 272—0855
— 6pm

Thursday,

for

—

Holy Trinity Community

Tuesday,

Davis—Kidd Conference

Call

cantsee3d@yahoo.com

CREDIT
CARDS
ACCEPTED

Thank You.

Maynard — (901) 327—
2677 — 7pm

— Jonesboro — 7pm

Social & Support Group —

Group — Jackson, TN —

3

—

*»Mirror Image — TG/TS

223—3331 — 2pm

*Jackson Lambda Support

MASSAGE

Tennessee — Monk‘s — Jim

._@2xLambda — Second Sun—

John‘s United Methodist

Calendar Editor, Angela Lamb, at

*Reception — Equality

February 9th

by Friends For Life — St.

you would like to add your event or need to
update an existing event, please e—mail our

— 3pm

Sunday,

*Feast for Friends — Hosted

Welcome to the Triangle Journal News

Street Flea Market. — 1pm

10pm

Monday,

Journal

*Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

«Memphis Bears Club

5pm

Triangle

Jim Maynard — (901) 327—

«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm

«Carol Plunk — One More —

The

Tuesday,
February 18th
*AIDS Consortium Meet—
ing — United Way Build _
ing (Union Avenue) —
11:30am
. «Integrity Worship, Dinner,
and Program — $8 —
Calvary Episcopal Church
— (901).278—8915. or (901)
374—9484 —
Wednesday,
February 19th
«HIV/AIDS Support Group

Thursday,
February 20th
*Gay & Lesbian.Book

Club, Discussion: Blood
Brothers by Michael
Schiefelbein — MGLCC,
892 S. Cooper — 8pm
Friday,
February 21st
«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
«Carol Plunk Band — TJ
Mulligan‘s (Jackson, TN) —
.~
4
Saturday,
February 22nd
Submissions deadlinefor
the March 2003
Out & About Calendar —
tincalendargirl@yahoo.com
or (901) 268—4675
«Carol Plunk Band — One
More — 8pm

Sunday,
February 23rd
«Carol Plunk — One More —
5pm _
«Di AnnePrice — Hueys

Downtown — 8pm
Wednesday,
February 26th
@Carol Plunk — One More —
7pm
Friday,
February 28th
March 2003 TJN Due Out
*»2xLambda — Fourth Friday
Fun — Call RJ for details/
directions — (901) 223—
3331 — 7pm
«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm

>

Larry Timmerman
Antique WParebouse

Bill Johns

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Bily and Sell Estates

2

T

Calendar

Friends for Life
Holy Trinity Church
Inz & Outz
Lambda Center
Playhouse on the Square
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Clubs and Restaurants
I
Back
Boogie‘s Delicatessen
Opening Soon
Chaos

7.
8.
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10.
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Lilly‘s DimSum ThenSome*
Lorenz
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Don‘t Forget ...
Memphis Pride
Parade & Festival
Saturday, June 7, 2003
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Mid—South Community Resources

(
Tho
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phene numbers dre
ared cotle IUT UNI¥s$ otherwise Noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
_
@ 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station — 683—9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
# 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins
— # 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
@ 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer = 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Rd
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
# 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
# 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
# 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
# 272—0022.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French
Quarter Suites)*, 2144—Madison # 728—
4000.
§
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
= 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS = 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook
# 274—8655.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lilly‘s Asian Bistro*: 903 South Cooper
# 276—9300.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison #274—
8272.
Madison Flame‘: 1588 Madison
# 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn
# 274—8010.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front = 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
=
*
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways
Blvd. #701 = 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
# 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave.
# 272—7600.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper
= 728—6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.com _,,
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Servite: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Tames
~*
Lea‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
—
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/levi club + Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
38122.
5
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): BGALA c/o Office
of Greek Affairs, Box 100, U of M
38152, email: bgala@ce.memphis.edu.
# 729—3915.

Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
Memphis 38174—1803 # 726—4342, email:
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com .
James Bailey.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box41082,
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Square Dance Club + Meets Thurs.,
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box $541, Univ., MS
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church ¢ 2298
38677 =
662—915—7049, email:
‘Elzey, Mertiphis 38104 # 272—2116.
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
crpegues @aol.com.
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 241363,
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Memphis 38124, www.equality—
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
tennessee.org # 327—2677.
# 678—3339.
4F; LeatherMLevi group + 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112.
COUNSELING SERVICES
First Congregational Church: Worship Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
Service: Sun. 9 & 10:30 am, Wed. 6 pm ®
www.alivememphis.com, Individual &
1000 South Cooper # 278—6786.
Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan Taranto;
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Worship, 11 am * 166 Poplar = 525— Eric
—Casslus,
L.P.C.;
—C.H.T.;
5619.
Hypnotherapy, Individual, Group,
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
AIDS Service Organization « 1384
Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
# 278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship
Service: Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study:
Wed.
7
pm;
3430
Summer
# 320—9376.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
# 525—6602.
Jackson Lambd& Support Group:
Memphis Lambda Center # $C1—427—1500
for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
2489 Broad Aver 452—6272
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
Sliding scale fee available. = 685—5491
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
for appointment.
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper =
725—6730.
844—4357.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
~Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 325—
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett Place #
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
com. westhollywood/1772/.
couples & family therapy.
Memphis Bears Club: 1066 Wrenwood,
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown
Memphis 38122 = 323—4773, e—mail;
location; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
info@memphisbears.com, website:
transgender; individuals, couples
www.memphisbears.com.
# 527—1098.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
family counseling, rebirthing = 761—3435.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & .
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Humanists (GALAH): www.geocities.—
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
* commemphisgalah = 327—2677.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Ste 316 # 369—6050.
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist »
38174 # 324—4297.
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
Memphis Pride, Int.: Gay, Lesbian,
# 767—1066.
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
*+—Box 111265, Memphis 38111
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
# 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsP ride @ aol.com.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
& Couples. Goal—Oriented Gestalt &
support group « c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
# 757—7706.
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
® 578—9107.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
Enhancement Coaching. « 5050 Poplar
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW:
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
Counseling Individuals, Couples, Children,
# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
& Families, Specialties: Trauma,
burtren@aeneas.com
Addictions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Scale. # 491—8632.
—‘
_
Western Dance Club.
KathrynT. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
Southern Sisters: Support group for
Psychologist, LLC 8590 Farminton Blvd.,
transexual women (male to female)
Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste. 1,
# 728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.5
Mphs. = 848—6666, www.inter—
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
personalnet.com.
Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30 p.m.,
meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
DENTAL SERVICES
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
‘North Cooper # 685—5008.
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
_ FINANCIALSERVICES
® 788—4PLA (4752) "* *
>
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting,
Tennesse# Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
estate planning # 753—1413.
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305
# 357—1921.
# 458—0152.
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Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
4235.
Saran A. Washington: Investment Advisor
= 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/
sarah.washington, e—mall: sarah.
washington @lpl.com.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z:
Digital
Photography/
Videography. By Appointment = 377—
7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
# 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts, etc.
# 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
e—mail: btag69a @ prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesblan Switchboard: # 324—GAYS
* 24—hrs.
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
LINC: # 725—8895.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) = 1—800—399—
PEER:
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
# 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotl>inez = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
4673 Highway 51, N., Senatobia, Miss.
38668 # (662) 562—0030 phone & fax.
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
Jefferson Ave. # 529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
So. Front St., Ste. 206 = 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 = 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
# 523—8912.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
E. Ryan Dougherty = 762—0056.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
# 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse:
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
sports massage. By appointment. # 377—
7701.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Joseph: Full body stress
relief = 353—4436.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977.
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
= 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com, http://members.
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.

Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@ao!.com, website‘ http://
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.

MISCSLLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehous8*! 2508 Summer
# 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
appliance repair # 274—7011.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors,
Intimate Occasions, Lunch to Go,
BasketGrams & Everyday Services #
276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://www.webspawner.com/users/
girlswork/index. html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper,
# 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only »P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Betty‘s: 806 South Cooper. = 274—5336.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings * 2228 Gentral # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house
sitting by competent, caring couple =
726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
EnricaRamey @ aol.com.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave
=. 272—STAR.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood
# 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian~Community, 4646 Poplar
# 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services « Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail; viadmin @ vantek.net.
www. TheFunStarts Now.com:
Professional magicians, live animals,
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
# 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES —:
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. = 525—
3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown # 753—7222,
458—3852.
JoannaJohnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
= 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner; Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
® 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve $olomon, Broker, Sqwell &
Company: 54 $. Cooper = 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
f
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
AT THESE LOCATIONS _:
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 126—5591..
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 3030 Poplar Ave. # 725—8800.

HBO

Prison

Drama

Oz Nears the

absolutely why I did it. It wasn‘t
to be salacious and provocative.
It was meant to be repulsive and
brutal.
"I wanted to give the audience
umceivg ofthe idea, produce and an honest sense of what it‘s like
write it,‘ *heMT "And “TNE. mwie be in a place like—that,—asap—
thrilled they ‘t! Btti letting me illbp it." posed tb giving them tHe ‘televi«
Many of the show‘s most de— sion version."‘
Fontana, 51, was already a
vout fans share Fontana‘s mixed
feelings. Oz is like that. It‘s a television veteran when he
show you don‘t want to miss, yet brought the idea for Oz to HBO.
a show you don‘t always want to He had the acclaimed Homicide:
Life on the Street airing on NBC,
watch.
From its first episode in July and among his past credits was
1997, Oz came on strong: Vern the groundbreaking medical
Schillinger, an Aryan suprema— show, St. Elsewhere.
"But I don‘t know who I
cist serving time at Oswald State
Correctional Facility for aggra— thought was ever gonna watch
vated assault, forcibly "branded" this," he says, recalling what a
his just—arrived bunkmate on the long shot Oz represented.
For starters, prison dramas
buttock with a swastika.
Suffice it to say, viewers had weren‘t exactly a hot genre. The
never seen such a thing depicted only one before Oz was a televi—
on TV. They have since found sion version of prison called
Mariah, which debuted on ABC
scant relief.
In Oz‘s splintered, dread uni— in April 1987 and was canceled a
verse, every faction — Italian month later.
Adding to the uncertainty: Oz
wiseguys, Muslims, neo—Nazis,
Irish gangsters, gays, Latinos — would be thefirst original dra—
collides with the others. On Oz, matic series HBO had ever pre—
no manner of language or behav— sented. (The second, which Oz
ioris taboo. Even full frontal nu— paved the way for: a crime—fam—
ily show called The Sopranos.)
dity happens when it happens.
And while Oz featured famil—
"In terms of violence or sex, I
don‘t regret anything I‘ve done iar names like Ernie Hudson,
on Oz," he says, "because 1 know B.D. Wong, Terry Kinney and
NEW YORK (AP) — Tom
Fontana is free! Six years after
bringing Oz to life, he has sprung
himself from his jailhouse drama.
"I‘m thrilled that HBO let me

End After Six Years

Rita Moreno, its huge, churning
cast was mostly populated with
unknowns.
Nonetheless, Oz found an au—
dience for its gritty, often shock—
ing storytelling, which fulfilled
the promise of premiumcable as
no drama series had before.
But sooner or later everybody
leaves prison, and that includes
Fontana (albeit with a lasting
mark on his right shoulder: the Oz
tattoo seen being applied in the
series‘ opening titles).
A year ago as he prepared to
write, "I knew I had the sixth sea—
son in me, but I didn‘t know if I
had the seventh," he explains. "I
decided it was the moment to say,
‘This is as far as I want to go."
Production wrapped last summer.
How does Oz end? No,
Fontana says, its final moments
won‘t reveal the entire series to
be the fantasy of an autistic child.
(That, of course, was the way he
concluded St. Elsewhere.)
Nor will a convenient disaster
wipe out Oswald penitentiary,
taking its wretched population
along with it.
~ So what becomes of that bad
old Schillinger? And what about
his fellow inmates? Will Tobias
Beecher finally win parole? Will
Ryan O‘Reily prevail in his one
noble cause: to halt the execution

of his mentally disabled brother,
Cyril? What of the fiery but dig—
nified holy man, Kareem Said?
What of convicted murderer
Chris——Keller, the love of
Beecher‘s life?
"There are some things that are
resolved rather sWeetly," Folitana
says. "And there are some things
that are resolved rather horribly.
"But the world of Oz is not a
world of resolution, it‘s a world
of continual chaos," he notes. "I
didn‘t want to be dishonest to the
show just to satisfy the viewers‘
desire to know what‘s ahead for

every single character."
He is less reserved discussing
what‘s ahead for him. Among
other projects, Fontana has writ—
ten the pilot for a courtroom
drama that might win a spot on
ABC‘s fall schedule, and he is
cook|lhk up a series fitHBO that
he describes as "a caper."
After a decade devoted to Ho—
micide and Oz, this man identi—
fied with gritty TV says, "I hate
the word ‘gritty. I want it away
from my name!"
Then he chuckles merrily. Life
on the outside is going to be fun.

"If you haven‘t been. to Integrity lately,.
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
bs
Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

At last, an event Too Marvelous For Words.
. gﬂays ofWm:& Roses, Moon River, Jeepers Creepers, Accentuate The Positive and more.
_

Call 272—0855 for reservations. General Admission is $35.

Gﬂ'Annual Fabulous February Concert
Presented byFEriends

For life

Iii-6‘30pmFebruary 23 + New Daisy Theatre
FeaturingGary Johns, JackieJohnson, ChrisHudson, Doug Saleeby, Reni Simon, HollyShelton,
‘the 10—plec MemphisJazzOrchestra, hostess Kym ClarkofWMCT5,
& shamspecialguest Kallen Esperian.
t

and KellyFisk,ImpactMarketing, Hilton HotelsCorp
Ben Duke Builders, Alfred‘s on Beale andGarden District.
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Group Challenges Notion That Gays,

By Maryclaire
Associated
Press Dale
Writer
Lisa
Miner hadjust
letshehernoticed
dogs
out
one
afternoon
when
aporch.
stranger inside her enclosed front
"I‘m
not you,"
afraid theof you.
I‘mman
go—
ing
to
hurt
young
toldMiner,
her, according
to Miner.
who
is
38,
grabbed
her
handgun
from
a
nearby
television,
slippedtold ahimbulletto leave.
into the chamber
and
atI shot
me andhim,"he looked
atrecalled
the"Hegunlooked
and
Miner
last
week.
Miner,
whoselastintruder
survived
thecharged
neck wound
March
andenter—
was
with
breaking
and
ing, doesn‘t
know
if sheopenly
was with
tar—
geted
because
she
lives
girlfriend Mass.
in the Boston suburb
ofherArlington,
But likegroup
othermembers
ofa bur—
geoning
called
the
Pink
Pis—
tols,
she‘s
challenging
the
notion
that"My
gaysgunandrights
gunsaredon‘tmoremix.impor—
tant thanwhomyrunsgaya pet—sitting
rights," said
Miner,
ser—
vice
and
often
ventures
into
un—
known
neighborhoods.
"They‘re
both
important,
but because
people
shouldn‘t
assume
thatjust
I‘m
gay, I should
buy
into
a cer—
tain
political
party,
like
the
Demo—
crats."
Doug from
Krick,Boston
a bisexual
Internet
engineer
whoonceran
officePistols
as a Libertarian,
started
theforThe
Pink
in
July
2000.
club hasrolls,no butduesabout
or even35
registration

chapters
haveasprung
up acrossmem—the
country,
with
few
thousand
bers who
gather to target shoot and
have
dinner.
Krick,theangroup
avid sportsman,
envi—
sioned
as
a
social
club,
butMembers
it‘s taken have
on a political
agenda.
lobbiedcriticizing
against
gun—control
laws,
even
anislatoropenly
gaylikeMassachusetts
leg—
who,
the
majority
ofgay
civil—rights
groups,Others
supports
gun—
control
measures.
have
been
vocal
in inopposing
hate—crime
leg—
islation,
keeping
with
their
less—
is—more
philosophy
ofgovernment.
"It
once
again
speaks
toin thethe
greatand
wonderful
diversity
gay
community,
butpublic
it‘s notpolicy
some—
thing
to
build
around,"director
said Clarence
Patton,
ex—
ecutive
of
the
National
Coalition
ofcoalition
Anti—Violence
Pro—
grams,
a
of
gay,
transgender
and otherefforts.
groups that
supports
gun—control
"Wejustgenerally
don‘t believe
that
more
people
carrying
more
guns
is
going
to
create
more
safety,"
PattonGreene
said. would beg to
Andrew
differ.
Abouteightyears

ago the Phila—
delphian was leaving a gay bar
when four drink thugs leapt off a
stoop to follow him, hurling anti—
gay epithets.
With a wave of his concealed
handgun, the four scrammed, and
the potential attack was averted, he
said.
"There are far more people that
would mug me just because I‘m
available, not because I‘m gay. But

Guns

at the same time, I see that gays are
seen as an acceptable target, like
blacks, because traditionally
they‘re not armed," said Greene,
who once sold firearms for a sport—
ing goods store.
In 1999, there were 1,317 hate—
crime incidents involving sexual
orientation, according to the FBI.
Some lawmakers who support
gun—control measures, including
Democratic Assemblyman Paul
Koretz of California, have called
the Pink Pistols a tool of the Na—
tional Rifle Association. But Krick
and other members actually fault
the NRA for accepting compromise
gun—control legislation.
They‘re one ofseveral groups
that cater to an atypical crowd of
gun enthusiasts, such as Geeks with
Guns and Jews for the Preservation
of Gun Ownership.
About a third of Pink Pistol
members are heterosexual, includ—
ing Brian Hepler, who leads the
Northern Virginia chapter, whose
83 members make it one of the
larger clubs. Hepler took over the
reins when a bisexual friend
stepped down

Don‘t

MIX

GalL.isa Miner, right, and herpartner Sandy Figueroa, left, stand under a
rainbowflagin front oftheirhouse in Arlington, Mass. In March 2002. Miner
shot an intruderat ‘her home. Miner déesn‘t know if she was targeted
because she and her girlfriend live openly. But like other members of a
burgeoninggroup calledthe Pink Pistols, she is challenging the notion that
He likes the idea that the club
tweaks several stereotypes _ that
gun owners are mostly redneck
Christian—right males, that gays
are limp—wristed victims.
"The idea is to try to show both
stereotypes are wrong," said

NatlonS Oldest Gay AndLesbian
Bookstore to Close
NEW YORK
(AP)the—oldest
The Os—
Theit was
shop‘sdifficult
owner,toLarry
Lingle,a Stonewall
the one—yearRiots.anniversary of the
carWilde
Bookshop,
gay
said
maintain
and
lesbian
bookstore
inendthe ofcoun—
gay
bookstore
in book
the citychains
because
Thegaybookshop
wasremaining
one of onlyin
try,
will
close
by
the
the
of
the
behemoth
that
two
bookstores
January,
its owner
said.in Greenwich© offer a wider selection.
New York.ichVillage,i
Creative Visions,
also
The
store
opened
inGreenwich
t
s
heother.
"I
have
lost
a
quarter
of
a
mil—
Village
in its1967shelves.
with several
dozen lion dollars over the last six years: AI8Ssadthat the New York
books
on
It
expanded
And
I just can‘t
take it anymore,‘
asYorkthe gained
gay rightsmomentum,
movementandin New
the
store‘s
owner,Larry
Lingle,
soon
told
The
New
York
Times.
became the devoted
inspirationto a forgayother
In 1970,
theRodwell,
store‘shelped
originalor—
bookstores
and
owner,
Craig
lesbian clientele.
ganize a march to commemorate
commumty is unwilling or unable
to support a gay and lesbian book»
store," Deacon Maccubbin, the
owner of the Lambda Rising
bookshop in Washington, D.C.,
told the Times.

Spiritual Resources
__in the MemphisArea

Agency Refunds $500 Paid to
ST. thatcame
LOUIS (AP)
— An AIDSlast atit paida saferagaysexporneventmovieforstartospeak
agency
underscrutiny
young gay
fallfundedforquestionable
conduct
has
re—
men.
to the city of St. Louis $500 The move came at the urglhg of

Ca/va/y Ep/scopa/ Church — 525-5602
FirstCongregat/ona/ Church — 278—6786
First Presbyter/an Church— 525:5619
FirstUnitedMethodist Chureh —827—58362—
Holy Ttinity Community Church — 320—9376
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 266—2626
Prescott Church — 327—8479
Safe Harbor MCC.— 458—0501.
St J0/7/7s United Method/st Church — 726—4104
StPatrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
St Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Ad.) — 754—4241

Publishedas apublicservice by the TriangleJournalNan/j
&
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Hepler, who lives in Fairfax.
"It‘s kind of funny," he said.
"We have one or two gay mem—
bers who haven‘t come out to
their gay friends that they are gun
owners yet."

SUSAN
Attorney At Law
266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701

Hire Porn Star
city
auditors,
who also criticized
someo
f
theagency‘spayrollandpur—
chasing
practices.it wa§
In Uttober,

mpbrted that
that Blacks Assisting Blacks Against
AIDS, or BABAA, had paid Edgar
Gaines of Memphis,(known profes—
sionally as Bobby Blake) to appear
July 20 at an event for young gay
men in the downtown I6ft home of
Erise Williams Jr., who was
BABAA‘s director.
Two former employees alleged
that Gaines was nude during part of
his appearance and allowedguests to
fondle him. Williams denied it, but
was fired in November.
The St. Louis Health Dept. froze
the rest of a $96,000 grant to the
AIDS agency for syphilis reduction
and declined to renewit for this cal—
endar year.
Donnell Smith, chairman of the
agency‘s board, said BABAA hoped
to win back the grant and would con—
tinue serving AIDS patients.

Clonaid Claims Second Cloned

KNOWYOUR
Human

Born to

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) —
Clonaid, the company that claims to have
produced the first human clone last week,
said Jan 4 a second cloned baby has been
born to a Dutch lesbian couple.
Neither Btiby has been cUnfirmed to be
a clone by genetic testing, and mainstream
scientists are skeptical of the company‘s
claims.
Clonaid spokeswoman Nadine Gary
said in a telephone interview the child was
born Jan 3 , but declined to say where.
"It‘s true that a second baby has been
born," she said. "The parents have Dutch
nationality, but they are not in Holland."
Gary said she expects the second baby
will undergo genetic testing to show it is
a clone, with DNA identical to that of its
mother.
Chemist Brigitte Boisselier —
Clonaid‘s chief executive and top scien—

Dutch

STATUS?

Lesbian

tist — said the parents of the earlier baby
were balking on testing.
—
The company had promised DNA test
results to confirm their claim by the end of
this week, but no results were forthcom—
ing. Independent scientists say the test
should only take a day.
In television interviews, Boisselier has
said the parents ofthe second baby wanted
to remain anonymous.
Spokeswoman Gary said that, while the
parents are Dutch, the birth did not take
place in the Netherlands.
Boisselier is a member of the Raelians,
a religious sect that believes beings from
outer space created life on earth.
Scientists have successfully cloned pigs
and sheep, but the technology is not reli—
able and most scientists say it is difficult,
unethical and risky to attempt to clone hu—
mans.

Jorlife

yous
friends and we will take care of the rest!

Get some chips, get some drinks, invite all

First, we‘ll start with a little HIV 101, then we‘ll
take the OraSure oral swab HIV test.
It‘s easy, it‘s painless, you‘ll learn somethiﬁég,‘
we‘ll have a good time and most importantly,
ou will |
our st
s!

MGLCC

Gay Switchboard and maintained the Pride
River Ride.
In 1994 it relocated once again to 1486
Town Hall Meeting Room, which will be
Madison and founded Memphis Pride. It
called Benefactor Hall.
7
received its federal tax exempt status in
The third ard final grand opening event
1995 and continugd to provide switchboard
services and meeting space for the Safe
will be the dedication ofthe Vincent Astor
Harbor MCC Church.
Community Archives. Astor has been the
community historian and the principal ar—
In 4996, rental space was discontinued
and the archives were founded.
._chivist for many years. That event will be
open to the entire community with spe—
In the years since, the various boards of
cial invitations being extended by Astor. «directors preserved the tax—exempt status
as well as many ofthe various services es—
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center was established in 1989
tablished in the previous years, including
the Gay and Lesbian Switchboard.
with the grand opening of a rental space
at 1291 Madison Ave.
In addition, new services such as the
Twinkie Museum Film Festival (now
In the years that followed, the organi—
zation hosted GayCoalition Raps as well
known as OutFlix), monthly town hall
as Friday Night CoffeeHouses.It was re—
meetings, potluck dinners, as well as and
sponsible for the first Gay Pride Expo and—social groups for individuals in their twen—
ties and Otder—were added.
sponsored the National Coming Out Day
Boat Ride. It provided space for Black gay
In 2000, responding the displacement of
two gay organizations from their meeting
and lesbian support groups, youth groups,
the Holy Trinity Community Church and
places, the then—board ofdirectors set their
the Lambda Men‘s Chorus.
sights on a permanent location for our com—
munity that would offer a secure and stable
In 1991, the—establishment —was relo—
place to call home.
cated to 1665 Madison and opened the
Continued from page 1

Co—founder of

Out magazine

Just call Angela at (901) 272—0855
to reserve your party date!
Friends Fer Life is sponsoredin part by The United Way ofthe Mid—Sonth and The City ofMemphis

NO NEEDLES! NO BLOOD! NO COSTS! No EXCUSES!

( GAYELLOWPAGES\
INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973
All editions include a
separate WOMEN‘S section and a
separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL section
Completegay—friendly resources & businesses: accommodations, bars,
bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.
Index & fast access phone list.
USA/CANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states
and provinces, plus national headquarters of
organizations, mail order companies, etc.

Dies of Lymphoma at 36
_ NEW YORK (AP) — Sarah Pettit, a
lesbian journalist who helped found the
nation‘s largest gay magazine, Out, died
Jan. 22. She was 36.
Pettit died at a New York hoSpilal from _

balance content for gay men and women
readers so that lesbians wouldn‘t be short—
changed, she said,
"She really kicked down doors and made
people sit up and take notice," Wieder said.
complications related to lymphoma, said "She was absolutely a pioneer." saas
a spokesman at Newsweek, where she
Pettit had worked as Newsweek‘s senior
worked after leaving Out.
editor of the Arts and Entertainment sec—
Pettit co—founded Out magazine in tion since 1999, editing features, reviews
1992, four years after she graduated from and profiles. Her appreciation and knowl—
Yale. Out reports on culture, travel and edge ofboth high arts and pop culture made
fashion and features opinion, advice and . her a valuable asset, Editor Mark Whitaker
reviews with a gay perspective. The said.
monthly currently has a circulation of
A frequent lecturer, Pettit also appeared
110,000.
on television programs including ABC‘s
She left the publication in 1998 after a Nightline and CBS‘s This Morning, and was
disagreement with a new publisher, ac— an advisory board member ofthe NewYork
cording to Judy Wieder, editorial director City Lesbian and Gay Anti—Violence
for LPI Media, which publishes The Ad— Project.
vocate. LPI bought Out magazine in 2000.
Pettit‘s survivors include her parents and
Part of the disagreement was.how to two. brothers;

EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class mail
AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MO,
MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR, RI, SC, TN,
&
—>
TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV
Find us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 9801—728—6535
Outioud Books & Gifts, Nashville 615—340—0034
and see http://gayellowpages.com/2buy.htm
For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,
please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 212—420—1126
Email: gayellowpages@earthlink.

\

http://gayellowpages.com
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Deep Inside
by Romeo San Vicente
High Time for
Highsmith
Late lesbian author Patricia
Highsmith continues to be a Hol—
lywood fave. Highsmith died in
1995, but films based on her books
(including The TalentedMr. Ripley
and the upcoming Ripley‘s Game)
keep on heading to the big screen.
Now Highsmith‘s first megahit,
Strangers on a Train, which was
made into. a film by Alfred
Hitchcock back in 1951, is being
reconceived by edgy urban direc—
tor Antoine Fuqua (Training Day)
for that little—studio called Warner
Brothers. Denzel Washington is ru—
mored to be reuniting with Fuqua
for the remake. This time Dragon—
fly scribe David Seltzer has adapted
the story about a tennis pro who
wants tokill his wife— whom he‘s
in the proces§ Uf Uivorcittig — tind
a "cultured eccentric‘ (which
sounds pretty queer to Romeo) who
wants to kill his own father. The
two wind up "trading" murders to
avoid suspicion. Unfortunately,
Highsmith didn‘t have J.K.
Rowling‘s agent doing her deals —

the deceased dyke was paid a
mere $7,500 for the film rights to
Strangers, making this remake
the ultimate recycling bargain for
the studio.
Nia‘s Big Fat Drag
Comedy
Nia Vardalos, the writer and star
ofthis year‘s feel—good uber—hit My
Big Fat Greek Wedding, won over
audiences by showing them that a
former frump can woo a hottie like
Sex and the City star John Corbett
to the altar. Now the Big Fat Greek
actress is doing drag. Vardalos has
decided on her next project, the
music—driven Connie and Carla,
which she wrote and will star in
when production begins in April.
The film, which is being described
as Tootsie meets Some Like It Hot,
focuses on two working—class fe—
male friends who perform as sing:
ers in a dinner theater and then are
forced to go undercover, posing as
drag queens in Los Angeles. No
word on who will play Vardalos‘
buddy in the flick, but let‘s hope
Hollywood casting directors have
gay faves Kathy Najimy and

Kathy Griffin on the short list.
Schumacher Gets a
Busy Signal
The Washington—areasnipers
are safely behind bars, but a re—
cent film from out director Joel
Schumacher (Flawless, Batman
& Robin) was held hostage. The
Phone Booth, starring the incred—
ibly hot Colin Farrell, was post—
poned for release until Apr. 4
because it‘s about a guy trapped
in a phone booth by a sniper. The
movie originally had been sched—
uled to open Nov. 15.
Meantime, Schumacher‘s
been tapped to direct The Num—
ber 23, a psychological thriller
about a man obsessed with a book
titled — you guessed it — The
Number 23. The guy starts to go
nuts when he thinks the book is
about his own life. There‘s no
production date on 23 yet. But
Schumacher and Farrell fans also
can see another oftheir joint ef—
forts, Chasing the Dragon: The
Veronica Guerin Story, about an
assassinated Irish journalist, this
spring.
Momo—coming
MTV‘s True Life series has an
episode in the works from the
prolific pop culture—centric film—
making team of Fenton Bailey
and Randy Barbato called Homo
High. The one—hour documentary
will center on the lives of teen—

agers who attend a private gay high
school in Dallas. Bailey and
Barbato have a longstanding rela—
tionship with MTV. The duo cre—
ated and produced all 100 episodes
of The RuPaul Show , as well as a
previous True Life episode called
Plushies and Furries, a hip yet in—
formative look at the fetish world
of fur—suiters. Look for Homo High
to air this spring.
Hollywood Is So Gay
Out producer—directors Fenton
Bailey and Randy Barbato‘s other
big project is with cable network
AMC, which is starting to sched—
ule original reality programming to
complement its classic movie fare.
The pair is executive—producing
Gay Hollywood, a two—hour docu—
mentary that follows the lives of
five gay men in Tinseltown. The
quintet includes Micah, better
known as his drag persona, "Bridget
of Madison County"; Benjamin, a
well—manicured screenwriter; and
Robbie, a wealthy swimwear model
who says he just wants to do "some—
thing, anything" on TV. The docu—
mentary, which explores how
discrimination and stereotypes still
matter for gay men trying to make
it in "The Industry," premieres in
mid—July.
All About Bette
Move over Joan Crawford—and
Faye Dunaway — the complicated
life of another Hollywood legend
is making its way to the screen, or

at least to TV network A&E. Tony,
Oscar and Pulitzer Prize winner
Alfred: Uhry (Driving Miss Daisy)
is currently writing a two—hour
movie about the life ofdouble Acad—
emy Award winner (and 11—time
nominee) Bette Davis. The film
takes place over the course of a de—
catle in the life of the Divine Miss
D, after she Was fibMinated for an
Oscar for her 1950 comeback, All
About Eve, and was married to her
fourth husband, actor Gary Merrill.
Word is that another Oscar winner,
Susan Sarandon, is interested in the
role.
Homo Hitler Hits HBO
The queer creative team behind
The Eyes ofTammy Faye has sealed
a deal with HBO to air their sure—to—
be—controversial documentary based
on the much—criticized 2001 book
The Hidden Hitler, which suggests
that Der Fuhrer persecuted gays to
hide his own true (presumably pink)
colors. An abridged 49—minute ver—
sion of Fenton Bailey and Randy
Barbato‘s documentary aired in the
U.K. in November with the title Is
Hitler Gay?; a full—length, 75—
minute version is expected toair this
fa on either HBO or Cinemax with
the .hew title Phe Pink Fuhrer. The
documentary, which took 10 months
to make, visits Hitler‘s hometown of
Linz, Austria, features interviews
_with noted historians, and looks at
eyewitnesstestimony—regarding the
young Hitler‘s same—sex escapades
during and after World War L.
Bruce is Nuts for Nutley
Just what has outcomedlauld
e

553 S. Cooper
Memphis.TN 38104
(901) 7T28—6535
CARDS, GIFTS & NOVELTY ITEMS
FOR EVERY OCCASION

As other denominations
'

tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
_ An Open andAffirming Church
celebrating the image ofGod in everyperson
and the sacred value ofevery human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30 Classes at 9:30 a.m.
www.firstcongo.com
278—6786
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We Have.
The Perfect Way
To Make
Valentine‘s Gay
¥ Cards ¥
¥ Candles

Your Locally Gay Owned & Operated
Pride Merchandise Headquarters
Mon.—Sat. 10 a.m.—6 p.in. e Sun. 1—6 p.m.

Ch been

Squares habit? I ran mto the funny
furry guy recently, and he filled me
in on what‘s new in his glamorous
world. Right now he‘s writing a
semi—autobiographical comedy pilot
for Fox called Nutley, which takes
place in a small Jersey town and will
be in the same vein as hit sitcoms
Malcolm in the Middle and The
Bernie Mac Show. "Of course it‘s a
dysfunctional family," Vilanch
quipped. "Fox is the network whose
parents are not at home." In addi—
trony Vilanch will—once again be
writing one—liners fur the Academy
Awards ceremony. His predictions?
He‘s guessing that the coveted
awards will be divvied up "between
the Gangs of New York and the
gangs of Chicago."
Romeo San Vicente‘s dogs are
incredibly needy. He can be reached
care of this publication or at
Write2Romeo@yahoo.com.

memphis gay &aleshian
community center

The Honorable W.

W.

Herenton,

the Mayor of the city of Memphis,

————__

and the Board of Directory of the

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center

honor ofyourpresencefor the
Ribborw Cutting Ceremonies
atyour new Community Center Building
at 892 South Cooper Street. —

~requestthe

Saturday, thefifteenth day of February, 2003
at 3 o‘clock inthe afternoon.
An Open House andReception
wlUl immediately follow the ceremonies.
i Welcome/How
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Who was Howard Ashman?
Many of the great lyricists ofthe
20th century (Cole Porter, Jerry
Herman, Stephen Sondheim) were
gay, and one of the most talented,
Howard Ashman, was a brilliant
wordsmith whose playful rhymes
and Moving poetry helped sithul—

taneously to revive and "queer" the
films ofthe legendary giant of ani—
mation, Disney Studios. Ashman‘s
~_. untimely death from AIDS at the
age of 40 came just as he was
reaching his professional and cre—
ative peak.
Born in Baltimore, Ashman was
educated in New England and the
Midwest but soon moved to New
York and began working as an edi—
tor and playwright. Among his
early works was a 1977 musical
version of Shakespeare‘s The Tem—
pest, called Dreamstuff. His work
on Dreamstuff brought him to the
off—off—Broadway WPA Theatre,
and for five years he brought tre—
mendous energy and creativity to
the productions at that institution.
One WPA production, a 1979
musical
version
of Kurt
Vonnegut‘s God Bless You, Mr.
Rosewater, paired him with the
composer with whom he‘d be
linked creatively for the rest of his
life: Alan Menken.
Three years later, the Ashman—
Menken team developed a stage
version of a schlocky black—and—
white —sci—fi/horror movie called

Beauty and the Beast.
But as he worked on Beauty,
Ashman‘s was becoming increas—
ingly sick from AIDS and aware
that he might be dying. Many com—
mentators have suggested that he
consciously designed the film to be
a metaphor for the discfitfinatioh
and forbidden love he experienced

Little Shop of Horrors. The play—
ful, tongue—in—cheek musical about
a skid—row floral assistant who dis—
covers a flesh—eating exotic plant
ran for more than 2,200 perfor—
mances off—Broadway, setting fi—
‘nancial records.
In 1986, Little Shop was made
into a feature film, penned by

intensified its queer sensibility. The
film is structured like a conven—
tional Broadway musical, with
songs that move the story forward
and express the characters‘ moti—
vations and desires.
The villain‘s song in Mermaid_
"Poor Unfortunate Souls," has a
particular queer verve, and has

Ashman, produced by David
Geffen, and directed by Muppet
veteran Frank Oz. The movie was
both a commercial and critical suc—
cess, and one of the Ashman—
Menken songs, "Mean Green
Mother from Outer Space," was
nominated for an Academy Award.
More important, the attention
from Little Shop brought suitors
calling, including the Walt Disney
Company, which invited Ashman
and Menken to collaborate on an
animated feature, which eventually
became 1989‘s The Little Mermaid.
Mermaid was based on one of the
tales by gay fairy—tale spinner Hans
Christian Andersen, and Ashman

been described as everything from
a lesbian come—on to a drag queen‘s
manifesto, as the evil sea witch
Ursula beguiles the mermaid Ariel
with such clever lyrics as
The men up there don‘t like a
— lot of blabber
Theythink a girl who gossips is
a bore
Yes, on landit‘s much preferred
Forladies not to say a word
And afterall, dear, what is idle
prattle for?
The: Little Mermaid was
Disney‘s first animated smash in
more than a decade and is widely
credited with starting a "Golden
Age" of Disney animation.
f Ashman and Menken won an Os—
car for their showstopper "Under
the Sea," and the pair was invited
to create the songs and story for
Disney‘s next musical feature,

~

in his own life as a gay man with
AIDS.
Indeed, Beauty‘s release, and
the overwhelming adulation that
ensued, came eight months after
Ashman‘s death in March 1991.
Disney recognized Ashman‘s tre—
mendous contribution to the film
and the company‘s fortunes by
dedicating it to the man "who gave
a mermaid her voice and a beast his
soul." —
The film was a commercial
smash, earning more than $140
million at the box office and stay—
ing in theaters for more than 40
weeks. It was nominated for ‘six
Oscars, including Best Picture (a
first for an animated film), and it
won a Best Song Oscar for the title
track, which was accepted by
Ashman‘s lover Bill Lauch, also a
first.

MASSAGE
BY —
JOSEPH

Before his death, Ashman also
contributed to a third Disney mu—
sical, Aladdin. All three Disney
films had themes that resonated
with Ashman‘s experiences as a
gay man; they’re about forbidden
love, overcoming social strictures,
and min characters Who yarn for
the ability to be themselves.
There is some evidence that
powers that be at Disney intervened
to tone down even some of the
subtle pro—gay messages in
Ashman‘s lyrics. For example, the
initial soundtrack to Beauty andthe
Beast contained a line about how
the Beast could become human
again if he learned "to love another,
and earn their love in return." By
the time the film was released a few
months later, the line had been
changed to "earn her love in re—
turn." In addition, a song Ashman
wrote for Aladdin called "Proud of
Your Boy," in which the hero‘s
mother promised to love him how—
ever he lived his life, was cut from
the film entirely.
Ashman‘s creative spirit contin—
ues to wow audiences more than a
decade after his death. In 2002, an
IMAX version of Beauty and the
Beast included an Ashman—
Menken song cut from the original
film, and the theatrical version of
the film is now the second—longest—
—runningshowstill on Broadway.
Meanwhile, Liffl?—Shop of Hor—
rors has become the most popular
choice for American high schools
looking for a musical production,
and a professional production ofit
is set to debut on anadey in
2003, wnh stage versions of—b
and Aladdin in
e works as well.
David Bianco is the author of
Gay Essentials: Facts for your
Queer Brain. He can be reached
care of this publication or at
POcolumn@aol.com.
For further reading:

FULL BODY STRESS RELIEF
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MINI—THEATRES

Griffin, Sean. Tinker Belles and
Evil Queens: The Walt Disney
Company from the Inside Out,
2002.
Erb, Cynthia. "Another World
or the World of an Other?: The
Space of Romance in Recent Ver—
sions of ‘Beauty and the Beast,""
Cinema Journal 34:4 (Summer
1995): 50—70.

(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. » 683—9649
Executive

aABOUT

South
(East)
BOOKS

ys

are waiting

: Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642
NOW RENTING DVDs

=&
and checks accepted at
GED Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only
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OPEN 6 DAYS
Mon., Sat.
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
Closed Sundays and Holidays
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All members are encouraged to at—
tend and make their opinions
known.
Community Center building! The
Our next board meeting will be
Town Hall meetings currently fo—
held on Sun., Feb 23, at the Com—
cus on coordinating the various
munity Center building. Members
committees and programs of are invited to attend board meetings
MGLCC. This makes these meet—
as observers. The board currently
ings a good opportunity for others
has an open member—ai—large posi—
to learn about
tion available. If
and get involved
you are interested in
in what is going
the position, please
on! We also wel—
contact us through
come
other
our
website,
groups and indi—
www.mglec.org, or
viduals to come .
call Len at §57—
to these meetings
8523.
rels
as a way to get

The Community Corner
by Jason Crockett
Our New Home
The grand opening festivities are
coming up! Mayor W.W. Herenton
and the Board of Directors invité
you to attend the Ribbon Cutting
Ceremonies on Sat., Feb. 15, at 3
p.m. at 892 S. Cooper. This will be
followed by a Benefactor Hall dedi—
+ cation in March, and dedication of
the Vincent Astor Archives in the
months following. You‘ll be hear—
ing us say, "Welcome home!" dur—
ing each of the "open house"
opportunities coming up in just a
few short weeks! If you are inter—
ested in keeping up with the latest
news and announcements about the
building or other MGLCC—related
activities, the best way is to sign up
for our e—mail listserv at http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/mglee/. If
you are worried about spam, don‘t
be! The list is moderated, and daily—
digest or web—only options are
available.

the word out
Membership
about events they
Reminder
have coming up.
Town Halls are
The Member—
held the first Sun—
ship Committee
day of every other
would like to re—
NLHE
month. Call Len
mind everyonethat
at 857—8523 if
memberships are a
memphis gay & leshian
you are interested
vital part of the
in attending and
community center
M G: L C_C _s
need more infor—
fundraising efforts
mation.
each year. They are
As reported
especially impor—
last month, the final ratification vote
tant at this crucial time in
for Len Piechowski as president will
MGLCC‘s history. Members cur—
Town Hall Meeting &
take place at this Town Hall meet—
rently include our benefactors (one—
Board—Related
ing. We will also be having ourfirst
time donations of $500 or more
ratification vote for Kevin Dugan as
Business
towards the MGLCC Building
member—at—large. Last, but perhaps
Fund),
500 Club members (monthly
Mark your calendars now. The
most importantly, the Mareh meet—
donors), and annual memberships
next Town Hall meeting is sched—
ing will bethe final reading of by—
uled for March 2, and will be the
_——laws: ClhanLs recommended by the
first Town Hall held—in—the new
By—Laws and Policies Committee.
g.
YK$The

(renewed yearly). For those who
have been annual members in the
past, the membership committee es—
pecially encourages you to renew
your membership by either sending
in your 2002—03 annual membership
dues, or by joining the 500 Club
(Benefactor donations are also wel—
come!) Whether you are renewing
your membershif or you want to be—
come a member for the first time,
you can do this by filling out a
membership form and returning it
to MGLCC along with your pay—
ment (by credit/debit card or check).
At www.mglec.org you can print
out a membership form to mail in,
or donate over the internet using
Network for Good. To have a mem—
bership form delivered to you, or to
ask a question about MGLCC mem—
berships, please call RJ at 223—3331.

2xLambda _
For the month of February:
«Wed., Feb. 5.°6 p.m. —Ast
Wednesday at the Brooks Museum
* Sun., Feb. 9 — 2nd Sunday So—
cial
* Fri., Feb. 28 — 4th Friday Fun
2xLambda is open to all 20—to—
29—year—olds. Cali RJ at 223—3331
if You are interested in joining the
group or need mute details about
any of the events. Outflix Film Fes—
tival.
The Outflix committee has al—
ready begun work on next year‘s
film festival! If you would like to
help out, or have some ideas you‘d
like to share, please contact the
committee through their website,
www.outflix.org.

Looking Back:

Life in the Median

Glitter and Be Gay

Originally targeted for 30—to—39:
The MGLCC New Year‘s Eve
year—olds, this group is now an open
party was a great success, with more
social group welcomingthose from
than 50 in attendance. Guests were
late 20s, through the 30s, and be—
yond. Regular monthly activities _ entertained by emcees Anna Mae
and Emma Rae, as well as the co—
are held on the second and fourth
medic lyrics of our very own
Sundays. In addition, other activi—
Vincent Astor. Kevin Dugan pro—
ties may be scheduled, such as im—
vided music throughout the
promptu social events or service
projects. Call Len at 857—8523 if evening. Congratulations to the
Events Comunittee for a successful
you are interested in joining the
event!
group or need more details about
any of the events.

KCye c
¥x

Cthex

February 2003
B.Y.O.B.
ID Required
Drive A Little

**+<+<«¢<ac**“

Party A LOT !

Everzone s Welcome at The Other Slde 1
PW
TOS —

Alw

MproVINC

_.

Closed Monday &

Tue-day

Come Party with us
Pes
«ye
featuring

Every Thursday Night Karaoke

>

O’cC3
*
41

Start the New Year off Right...

a

Party with us at The Other Side

Boar‘s Head Meats & Cheeses

_

S taff for
5ee the B* Beer

Come in and enjoy our

Friday — "Dog Night"
ome out and Pa
=

patio before a movie!
Saturday‘s — Party Night — 7 pm — 3 am

2098 La Salle Place

(In front of Malco‘s Studio on the Square)
272—0022
Fax: 274—6078
Mon.—Thurs — 7 a.m. — 5 p.m.
Friday — 7 a.m. — 4 P.M. —
Sat. — 8 a.m. — 3 p.m.
We Cater and Deliver

Big
Show
—RotatingCast

New Year with New Changes at TOS — Come Check us OUT !!!
Don‘t forget your SweetHeart on Friday February 14th
(New Moon 1st, Full Moon 16th, Candlemas 2nd )
Charlorte‘s Mystical Web
Thanks for the Support through the Years from
1406 N Highland ©
the TOS Staff. (Please do Not call CMW for club
Jackson TN 38301
information)
1731:265—4CMW (4269)
‘It‘s a

&
3883 Huy 45 N
Jackson, TN
731—668—3749,

E—Mail us at — tbeotbersidec!ub@bowmaail.coms

(Security)

(Exit 82—B off140 then 3 miles Nat Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly‘ Bar"
Open 5 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Fri— Sat)
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The Southern Womyn‘s

Racism /

Festival

Homophobia

Celebrates

Its

Continued from page 2
Fourth Year
JACKSONVILLE, FL — The
fourth annual Southern Womyn‘s
Festival will be held this year
May 8—12.
As with previous years, the en—
— tertainment line—up is excellent.
SWF 2003 will feature long—time
favorites, Holly Near and Cris
Williamson, the multi—talented
Ember Swift, and one of the
south‘s favorite duos, Halycon.
Other southern artists perform—
ing at this year‘s event are Laura
Blackley, Patti B. and Billi, and
Aimee Alden.
Fans of drumming will be
happy to know Ubaka Hill is re—
turning as well as Cheri Lunn,
and, new for 2003, Rhythms of
Aqua. Comedians Marga Gomez
and Vickie Shaw are also sched—
uled, and this year for the first
time, SWF will add spoken word
to the line—up with the eloquent
poetry of Robin G. White and
C.C. Carter.
The 2003 Festival will have
more than twenty entertainers;‘all
of whom represent the power and
diversity of women‘s musie.
Says co—producer Linda Jack—

son, "There is something for ev—
eryone, no matter what your mu—
sical pref¢tence." In addition to
the day and night stage entertain—
ment, SWF 2003 will host a var—
ied and talented group of
craftswomen who will be offer—
ing fine women—made arts and
crafts for sale.
Women can also choose to at—
tend a variety of informative and
fun workshops.
In all, the 2003 festival prom—
ises to provide four unforgettable
days of entertainment and good :
times. SWF 2003 will be held this
year in Georgia, approximately
one hour west of Atlanta.
"We are really looking for—
ward to our new location. It is
more centrally located for women
in the South and we are hoping
to have a record attendance this
year," says Pat Cobb, festival pro—
ducer.
For more information or to
purchase tickets, contact Pat
Cobb at ©904—725—8 079 "or
www.gaywomyn.org for a com—
plete guide to the 2003 Southern
Womyn‘s Festival.

pride to an unwillingness to be edu=
cated) that since our nation‘s incep—
tion, has been allowed to continually
run rampant throughout America‘s
civil immune system.
Whether this culprit — fear — is
camouflaged within the popular bib—
lical interpretation ofreligious legal—
ists, or covered under the itching,
irritating blanket of established, un—
just legislation, it is still as powerful
a socially numbing truth today, as it
was in 1955 for the Jewish scholar—
ship recipient, and in 1923 for the
victims of Rosewood, Fla.
And as the topic of racism and ho—
mophobia relates to mainstream Af—
rican America, by virtue of our own,
first—hand, American history, we
should be the very last segment of
society to assemble against any party
in this nation that dares to declare war
on authentic injustice.
Our black social leaders should
be represented in droves surround—
ing the gay and lesbian community‘s
bloodstained banner — the rainbow
flag — that symbolizes our right to
peacefully coexist, encouraging us
onward toward a triumphatit victory
over social intolerance.
Instead, we rest silent and idle on
our "I‘ve finally arrived" comfort—
able sofas, as our same—gender—lov—
ing black children continue to die

INSTANT PLAYMATE

gay.com personals
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from the chronic strangleholds of
fear, ignorance and pride. And to top
it off, we have the audacity to pro—
claim that we‘re Christian! Reli—
gious? Perhaps. Christian? Only God
can judge that claim.
I‘m fully persuaded that Jesus
Christ, by virtue of his Godly nature
as depicted in biblical accounts,
would have been first in the line of
volunteers to be this nation‘s gay and
lesbian community‘s flag bearer if he
were with us in physical form today.
Because Christ was quoted in scrip—
ture and in written accounts of his

humanity while among us as being
one who had come to "set the cap—
tive free."
It‘s 2003. It‘s time to be free!
K. Godfrey Easter is an inspira—
tional and motivational speaker, and
also the author of Love Lifted Me:
In Spite of the Church. He proudly
participates as an openly gay minis—
ter of music for Evangelistic Center
Church of God in Christ — a main—
stream, yet openly loving, Pentecos—
tal church, located in Tacoma, Wash.
Easter currently resides in Washing—
ton state with his son.

Free Personals
Personal ads are a free service to our readers — Please limit
them to 30 words orless. We request that ads be submitted in writ—
ing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run one time only, but
may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Triangle Journal News,
P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them to
memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit maybe edited.
Professional, dominant, GWM, 39,
into spanking, bondage, shaving, end—
less sex, toys and more. I enjoy casino
gambling, shooting pool and fine dining.
ISO obedient 18—22 Y/0 GWM smooth
body with boyish looks and mannerism
about 140 lbs. No fats, femmes or drag
queens, no diseases. Skinny a plus.
Serious inquiries only, please. Mr. Paul
870—0457.
I‘d like to meet a gay female be—
tween 35—50 years old. I am a softfemme.
I‘d like to meet a female with a good
sense of humor who can make me laugh,
intellect, likesto travel, godancing, plays,
poetry, art, have their daystree;like the
outdoors. If this is you then e—mail me at
tedids@ bellsouth.net

GWM — Age 47, 6‘ 1", 278 lbs, brown
eyes, brown hair. I like watching TV and
I like to cook. Would like to meet some—
one between the ages of 47—55 for friend—
ship and/or long term relationship. Send
mail to Lewis Lee, P. O. Box 41, Kenton,
TN 38233 or e—mail me at
LilGayBoyTn69@aol.com (subject)
Lewis.
Roommate Wanted: two bedroom
house, near the new main library. Prefer
a GWM, and require stable and employed.
The rent is $350 per month, and includes
all utilities. 1 am a 49 year old profes—
sional, gone many weekends, and want
somedne reliable. StUUents OK. Looking
— not a relationship. Call
Gary at 662—541—1235anytime.—.__

by Shannon Yarbrough

The Page Is About to Turn
One of the best feelings in the
world to me is discovering some—
thing before everyone else does.
Most ofus have done it whether we

know it or not.
Just think about it. I‘m not talk—
ing about cures for diseases or mak—
ing the perfect cheese cake. My
idea relates mostly to music and
books. After all, they play a very
important part in all of our
lives and even change our
lives in many ways, too.
Turning pages to get to
the next chapter or singing
along to lyrics often shapes
our lives in ways we prob—
ably never imagined. And
when it‘s a new discovery,
it‘s often fun to imagine how
that book —or song will shape
other lives as well, or even
society.
For example, years ago
while still in high school, I
was riding in a car with a
friend. He was playing a
tape (cars didn‘t have CD.
players them)Of
a female
singer that I had never heard
before, but I liked what I was
hearing. She sang about
wanting to have.fun, ands —
leaving Las Vegas. I had to
have thattape! was Sheryl
Crow‘s Tuesday Night MW—
sic Club.
My friend had never
heard ofher either, but found
her in the new arrivals section at a
music store. A few months later,
she was all over the radio station;
and everyone was singing, "All I
want to do is have some fun." But
by then, I had memorized every
song on the album and couldn‘t
wait to see what she would release
next.
So, I didn‘t really discover
Sheryl Crow if you want to look at
it that way. But it‘s fun to look back
on it now and realize that I was lis—
tening to her long before she was
getting any airtime. And look at her
now.. Her "fun" song.is stillpopu—
lar today. And you know when it
comes on the radio, you turn it up
and sing along. And back then I just
knew it would become a one—hit
wonder and we‘d never hear from
Sheryl again. I was wrong.
With books, it‘s a little easier. I
don‘t know how many books I‘ve
recommended to people who‘ve
never heard of them before. And
the truth is, I had never heard of
them before either. I discovered
them while sifting through the
stacksat the bookstores. I get tons
of e—mails each month from people
recommending their finds, too. I
wonder who was the first person

to read Harry Potter? Rosie
ODonnell, maybe?
But one discovery sticks out in
my head this month more than oth—
ers. It was published in 1998. I
didn‘t read it until 2000. And to—
day, it‘s probably the one book that
everyone has read and reviewed by
now, except me. Everyone else
who had read it by now was prob—
ably just as anxious as me for its
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movie release in January, but
thanks to the movie, a whole new
group of people will rediscover the
book again. And that‘s why I‘m re—
viewing it this month.
I‘ m talking, of course, about The
Hours by Michael Lunnlnghdm
When I first started writing these
reviews, one of the first books I
ever wrote about was his first book,
A Home at the End of the World.
After that, I carried on an e—mail
discussion for months about
whether or not Cunningham is a
"gay" writer. In Home, one of the
main characters is gay but you may
have found the book shelved in the
regular fiction section of your book
store. Isn‘t it weird how we think
that can determine an author‘s
sexuality? However, an interview
with Cunningham this month on
Gay.com about The Hours con—
firmed our suspicions. Michael and
his lover have been together for 15
years, but Michael does not want
to be labeled as a gay writer. His
third book, The Hours, gave him a
new title all together... genius.
Just over 220 pages long,
Cunningham‘s shortest work, The
Hours traces a few scenes in the
lives ofthree very different women.

However, Cunningham soon con—
nects them together in a very ex—
traordinary way. First, there is
Virginia Woolf on the verge ofsui—
cide in England in the 1920s. She
has just begun work on her book,
Mrs. Dalloway, the story of a
woman playing host to a party. She
has all the confidence in the world
in everyone else‘s eyes, but inside
she is a very different woman.
Fast forward to the 1950s
where the pregnant Mrs.
Brown has just begun read—
ing Woolf‘ s book. She starts
her day by making her hus—
band a birthday cake with her
young son, Richard. By the
end of the day, she will leave
her son with a neighbor and
go to a hotel to contemplate
suicide. However, she will
change her mind and return
home after making a very
important decision.
In the present time, we
find our third character,
Clarissa, who is planning a
party for her close friend (and
her ex), the now grown—up
Richard. Richard has just
published a book —and heis
also dying of AIDS. Clarissa
is a confident lesbian woman,
as long as Richard is a part
of her life. She wants this
party to be perfect for him,
and he has even nicknamed
Ars. Dalloway.
Cunninghamdoes amagnificent
job of giving each woman her own
voice, and it‘s very easy on the
reader as you span back and forth
between each woman‘s story.
However, the scenes overlap in just
"*the right way: From Vifginia writ—
ing the first line of her story about
Mrs. Dalloway choosing flowers,
to Mrs. Brown reading the first line
of the book and her husband bring—
ing home flowers, to Clarissa pick—
ing out flowers for her party. The
unknown relationship between the
characters is quickly born in the
reader‘s mind, and you can‘t wait
to discover what will happen next.
Although the book lacks a
strong sense of action or climax, it
will definitely keep you guessing.
By the end, Cunningham doesn‘t
leave anything unresolved for the
reader. You may even find your—
self wanting to know more about
these characters, especially Vir—
ginia Woolf. I know I did. Most
copies are provided with a sources
page giving Michael‘s inspiration.
"I checked into a few of them, and
you too migHt find them intetest—
ing if you develop a strong liking
for the book.
To
this
day,
Michael

own book, I can‘t help but wonder
if I too will be discovered in such a
way.
And so I wait, for Michael
Cunningham to celebrate his own
successes and publish another book
for me to review. My anemia wait
patiently to read my ownfirst bo
And you, the reader, ma hive al—
ready read this book and wait for
next month to see what 1 will be
rambling about next. We have only
"hours" to wait. Go discover some—
thing!
Shannon Yarbrough lived in
Memphis for six years. He now
lives in St. Louis, Mo., where he is
finishing his first book, The Other
Side of What. Questions or com—
ments about this book or others you
have read? Contact Shannon at *
MisterYarbs@msn.com.
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want to become an active vehicle for change, join the
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Memphis, TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)
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Cunningham is one of my favorite
writers, and The Hours is one of
my favorite books. Of course, I had
to go see the movie, and, yes, it was
just as beautiful as the Pulitzer
Prize—winning book. And now that
I look back on it, I‘m so glad that I
read the book years ago. I‘ ve en—
joyed listening to people‘s opinions
of it who read it afterI suggested it
to them. That‘s the joy of a book.
And I can‘t wait to hear everyone‘s
opinions of the movie. Also, don‘t
forget to check out the interview
with Michael on Gay.com.
We share our discoveries with
one another, whether on the writ—
ten page or by word of mouth, or
even on the big screen. And sud—
denly, we all have something in—
teresting to talk about again. And
in the last stages of publishing my
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